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Daniel Benoliel † & Bruno Salama ††
This article proposes a positive bargaining theory for intellectual property-based technologies in the post-WTO era. It focuses on negotiations between patent-sensitive industries and developing countries over legal endowments and access conditions in an archetypical patent-sensitive industry, namely the pharmaceutical industry. The ability on the part of developing countries to issue, or threaten to issue, compulsory licenses over pharmaceutical products serves as a working example.

The article's analysis of the bargaining power possessed by developing countries combines a conventional assessment of market size with a qualitative analysis that highlights the effects of these countries' propensity to innovate. The ensuing bargaining situation yields numerous insights, the primary ones being as follows: Firstly, innovation in intellectual property-based technologies, such as within the fields of pharmaceuticals, software, information communication technologies (ICTs), and plant genetics, creates a paradoxical effect within the group of innovative Newly Industrialized Countries (NICs). The paradox is based on the notion that innovation weakens, rather than boosts, the countries' bargaining power vis-à-vis the prospect of bargaining retaliations. This conspicuously is the case of the prospects of issuance of compulsory licenses over pharmaceutical patents.

Secondly, the resulting bargaining dynamic deemphasizes the practical significance of the Least-Developed-Country (LDC) carve-out contained in the TRIPS and other WTO agreements. Specifically, it is argued, distributive justice policies contained in TRIPS should be geared toward a broader group of weak developing countries extending beyond the group of LDCs. This theory points out to a tentative threefold typology of developing countries, defined based on their bargaining power. Accordingly, developing countries are modeled as HBPs, MBPs, and LBPs depending on whether they are relatively high-, medium-, or low-bargaining power countries, respectively.

In its conclusion, this article contends, based on the model presented, that strong protection of intellectual property rights could have significant negative allocative consequences for developing countries. Such is the case without contributing to--and even impeding--their technological development. Arguably, the HBP-MBP-LBP underlying developmental inequality shifts the optimal balance between static and dynamic efficiencies. In that sense, TRIPS may prove ineffective in promoting dynamic long-term innovation policies for developing countries.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Legal entitlements enshrined in international and domestic intellectual property laws are entangled a country’s bargaining power in two important ways. Firstly, bargaining power partly determines the extent to which a developing country is able to voice its concerns in the course of the launching, agenda-setting, and closing of international negotiations. Secondly, bargaining power affects the extent to which a country can actually make use of flexibilities set forth under international and domestic intellectual property laws. These concerns stress the utility of analyzing the post-WTO legal and institutional intellectual property framework in light of relative bargaining power.

This article proposes a positive bargaining theory for intellectual property-based technologies in the post-WTO era. It focuses on negotiations over legal endowments and access conditions in an archetypical patent-sensitive industry, namely the pharmaceuticals industry. The ability of developing countries to issue, or threaten to issue, compulsory licenses over pharmaceuticals serves as a working example. A compulsory license forces the patentee to license the patent to the issuing government, thus permitting local production or importation of generic copies of the drug for payment of below-market compensation to the patentee.

The WTO-sponsored Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) contains numerous loopholes that provide plasticity for national governments to respond to political exigencies. In reality, these loopholes consist of flexibilities and safeguards that allow WTO members to minimize the potential negative effects of intellectual property protection. From among such loopholes, the authorization for WTO members to compulsorily license patents is of particular relevance. While TRIPS mandates that all WTO members enact and enforce TRIPS-compliant patent laws in their territories, in limited circumstances it also allows national
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governments to force the patentee to grant use of the patent for payment of below-market royalties. Yet, the issuance of a compulsory license is largely dependent upon whether the country possesses sufficient bargaining power, the existence of legal loopholes notwithstanding.

In the post-WTO era, it is commonly thought that the GATT/WTO system has proven increasingly subject to legal, rather than political, control. Indeed, the Uruguay Round of negotiations that ended in 1994 “legalized” the international negotiations. One of the alleged achievements of the Uruguay Round was that it promoted a reduction in the power held by developed countries. That assertion is often grounded on a set of treaty provisions that were purportedly designed to limit the use of power, both in the context of dispute resolution and more broadly in trade negotiations. The establishment of legal rules, such as those set forth for instance under the TRIPS Agreement, begs the use of legal discourse. Consequently, even where disagreement exists over the exact interpretation of a rule, negotiations can no longer be carried out exclusively in terms of interests and power. However, as this article demonstrates, in the context of bargaining between patent-sensitive industries and developing countries, the demise of the power-based system is in many ways unlikely. As is to be argued, the basis on which the relevant law is made is best understood through a power-based system. This reality explains the usefulness of applying bargaining theory as an analytical tool.

---

8 In this article, the term "developed countries" includes the United States, Canada, European Union countries, Cyprus, Malta, Slovenia, Israel, Japan, South Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, Australia, and New Zealand. See IMF Advanced Economies List. World Economic Outlook, Database—WEO Groups and Aggregates Information, October 2008. Available at http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2008/02/weodata/groups.htm#ae.
13 Richard H. Steinberg, In the Shadow of Law or Power? Consensus-Based Bargaining and Outcomes in the GATT/WTO, 56 Int'l. Org. 339 (2002); Gregory Shaffer, Power, Governance and the WTO: A
Equally important is the notion that the bargaining situation of developing countries has typically been understood from a relatively narrow standpoint. Conventional analysis measures power by a ballpark estimate of market size that is based on the overall size and diversity of each country’s economy. It adopts the perspective of governments which treat domestic market opening as a cost, and foreign market opening and associated increases in export opportunities as domestic political benefit. Both in theory and practice, however, this framework is flawed in two ways. Firstly, it tends to ignore the broader options before each developing country in the course of the bargaining process. Bargaining theory illuminates these options by describing two additional factors beyond the issue of market power. The first of these factors is the country’s ‘outside option’, which entails its expected payoff in the absence of an agreement with the patentee. The identification of the outside option is significant, for instance because reaching an agreement with the patentee may become unappealing if the alternative, the unilateral issuance of a compulsory license, is sufficiently attractive. The second factor relates to the country’s ‘inside options’, which are the actions that the country may take in order to derive positive payoffs while temporarily disagreeing in the course of the bargaining process. Developing countries make use of an inside option, for instance, when they avoid de facto protecting intellectual property rights while formally complying with the TRIPS Agreement. A second way in which the GATT/WTO system is flawed in its attempt to explain the bargaining situation of developing countries in the post-WTO era relates to two special characteristics of contemporary intellectual property-sensitive bargaining. The first feature is that innovation in intellectual property-sensitive technologies creates a paradoxical effect within the group of innovative Newly Industrialized Countries (NICs). The paradox lies in that innovation weakens, rather than boosts, their bargaining power vis-à-vis the prospect of bargaining retaliations. This conspicuously is the case of the prospects of issuance of compulsory licenses over pharmaceutical patents. The second insight deemphasizes the practical significance of the Least-Developed-Country (LDC) carve-out contained in TRIPS and other WTO agreements. Specifically, as this article shows, distributive justice policies contained in TRIPS should be geared toward a broader group of weak developing countries extending beyond the group of LDCs. This theory points out to a tentative threefold typology of developing countries based on their...
bargaining power. Accordingly, developing countries are modeled as HBPs, MBPs, and LBPs depending on whether they are relatively high-, medium-, or low-bargaining power countries, respectively.

Part II describes the transition between the pre- and post-WTO legal and institutional frameworks pertaining to intellectual property bargaining. It claims the new framework crystallized a two-tiered bargaining situation over the conditions of access by developing countries to intellectual property-based products and technologies generated in developed ones. In this two-tiered bargaining situation, developing countries bargain simultaneously with governments of developed countries (Tier-1 bargaining) and with the industry (Tier-2 bargaining). Against this backdrop, post-WTO international intellectual property regulation generally weakened the bargaining power of developing countries, but unequally so. This lays the conceptual foundations for the description of the bargaining situation of developing countries in terms of their outside option, inside options, and market power. The pharmaceutical industry, being a prototypical patent-sensitive industry, serves as a working example in which to apply this framework.

Part III employs concrete case studies to propose a conceptual shift. That shift would usher the analysis from the current dichotomic view of a developing-developed country typology, into a more complex one that divides developing countries in three categories, namely High-Bargaining Power Countries (HBPs), Medium-Bargaining Power Countries (MBPs), and Low Bargaining Power Countries (LBPs). While limited to assessing the country’s ability to circumvent TRIPS provisions through compulsory licenses, this typology highlights: the distinctive position of NICs in comparison to the remainder of developing countries; the existence of unequal levels of innovation within parts of the developing world, particularly within certain NICs; and perhaps most importantly, the notion that distributive justice policies contained in TRIPS should be geared toward a broader group of countries.

Part IV concludes with a set of policy ramifications. It contests the institutional favoritism of LDCs over a broader group of developing countries, such as within the 2005 Hong Kong declaration. In addition, it argues that the HBP-MBP-LBP underlying developmental inequality shifts the optimal balance between static and dynamic efficiencies. In that sense, TRIPS may prove ineffective in promoting dynamic long-term innovation policies for developing countries.

---

II.
THE POST-WTO IPR BARGAINING SITUATION

A. Overview

The post-WTO intellectual property regulation framework weakened the bargaining power of developing countries, but unequally so. This argument can be broken into two subsets. Firstly, the legalization of international intellectual property regulation under TRIPS reduced the transactions costs for beneficiaries of intellectual property protection in the developed world to promote favorable action by their governments. This is true regarding the issuance of trade sanctions, but also more broadly with respect to diplomatic pressure. As such, the TRIPS Agreement and the post-WTO framework in general crystallized a two-tiered bargaining dynamic over the conditions for access by developing countries to intellectual property-based products and technologies generated in developed countries.\(^20\)

In what is the first tier of negotiations, bargaining involves only national governments.\(^21\) Typically, such “Tier-1” bargaining tend to oppose net exporters and importers of intellectual property-based products and technologies.\(^22\) Simultaneously, developing countries undergo a second tier of negotiations. “Tier-2” bargaining involves governments of developing countries and the industry.\(^23\) Because nowadays holders of intellectual property rights, and patentees in particular, are commonly multinational enterprises (MNEs), the bargaining between the technology 'haves' and the 'have-nots' typically cuts transnationally as well.\(^24\) In practice, one of the most important aspects of this two-tiered bargaining dynamic is that it consolidates a two-tiered sanctions cost structure that may be levied against developing countries. To illustrate, developing countries that issue compulsory licenses run the risk of being sanctioned at both bargaining levels. In what are Tier-1 sanctions, such developing countries may be sanctioned by the governments of developed countries; and in what are Tier-2 sanctions, they may be sanctioned by the industry as well. This dual sanction cost structure is in

---


reality the main way in which the post-WTO intellectual property framework may be said to have generally reduced the bargaining power of developing countries.

Secondly, the disempowerment of developing countries has not been uniform. Proponents of TRIPS usually claim that the agreement positively impacts Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), trade and innovation within developing countries. However, the way in which these variables play out in developing countries primarily depends on localized and country-specific considerations. In this respect, a development inequality principle suggests, firstly, the existence of a divide between NICs and the remaining developing countries. NICs differ in that their large and fast-growing domestic markets position them as strategic destinations for FDI and trade. To a certain extent, NICs can make use of this advantage irrespective of their general institutional framework or their intellectual property framework. In addition, this development inequality principle reveals that there is another divide within developing countries, namely the divide between innovative and non-innovative developing countries. Yet, and perhaps to the surprise of the TRIPS aficionados, the number of innovative developing countries remains extraordinarily small.

B. Bargaining Transition in the Post-WTO Era

1. Diminishing Returns

The enactment of the TRIPS Agreement reduced the ability of developing countries to bargain both with the industry and their home governments. The decrease in bargaining power took place across three dimensions of international intellectual property law, namely its substance, enforcement, and legitimacy. Firstly, at the substantive level of international intellectual property law, TRIPS redefined the scope of intellectual property protection worldwide. It expanded the scope of intellectual property protection to a number of areas which were seldom, if ever, legally protected in the developing world. Noticeably among them are genetic resources, plant varieties, and pharmaceuticals, all of which must now be made patentable without discrimination as to the place of invention, and irrespective of whether products are imported or locally produced.

In contrast, the more liberal framework that prevailed in the pre-WTO era awarded developing countries considerable leeway to bargain with patentees and national governments of developed countries. This situation commonly entailed an outright refusal by developing countries to establish or to enforce intellectual property protection in a number of IP-sensitive areas, such as pharmaceuticals and electronics. As a result, in the pre-WTO era, the commitment to effective patent protection within most

---

25 The “development inequality principle” is described in further details in Section II.B.2.
28 Id. at 27.
developing countries was either nonexistent or equivocal. In contrast, in the post-WTO era developing countries are in principle compelled to extend patent protection whenever mandated by TRIPS; where they deem that such protection is not in their best interests, they need to undergo a costly and difficult process of bargaining with patentees and their home governments.

Secondly, TRIPS regulation is enforceable by the WTO’s Dispute Settlement Body (DSB). A central tenet of the TRIPS Agreement was to increment incentives for countries to enforce international intellectual property law through the threat of trade sanctions. For that reason, the TRIPS Agreement set forth a clear mandate for the DSB to resolve international disputes with binding authority. To illustrate, WTO members issuing compulsory licenses run the risk of having such practices challenged at the WTO’s DSB, potentially leading to authorization for the patentee’s government to issue trade sanctions against the country deemed to have breached international patent law. Conversely, prior to the creation of the WTO the most important forum for the negotiation of the international intellectual property regime was the World Intellectual Property Organization – WIPO. In sharp contrast with the WTO, the WIPO members never agreed on a comprehensive set of minimum standards for patent protection. In addition, while all WTO members are automatically subscribed to TRIPS, adherence to WIPO-administered treaties was not mandatory even by its own members. Most importantly, WIPO had no formal enforcement mechanism and no dispute resolution system among states.

Thirdly, the sponsorship of an institution with sovereign equality decision-making rules such as the WTO arguably reinforced a perception of legitimacy surrounding TRIPS

34 See WIPO Official Website, What is WIPO?, available at http://www.wipo.int/about-wipo/en/what/. See also Susan K. Sell, The Quest For Global Governance In Intellectual Property And Public Health: Structural, Discursive, and Institutional Dimensions, 77 Temp. L. Rev. 363, 383 (2004) (explaining that soft international intellectual property law was also produced by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (UNHCHR) and by the World Health Organization (WHO), which are all actively engaged in making public international law in intellectual property.)
36 Paul Salmon, Cooperation between the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and the World Trade Organization (WTO) (2003), 17 St. John's J.L. Comm. 429, at 432. See Dispute Settlement: Legal Text - Understanding on rules and procedures governing the settlement of disputes, Annex 2 of the WTO Agreement, art. 17. Available at http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/dsu_e.htm. See also Richard H. Steinberg, Judicial Lawmaking at the WTO: Discursive, Constitutional, and Political Constraints, The American Journal of International Law, Vol. 98, No. 2 (Apr., 2004), p. 247 (under the WTO model, a decision of the panel or the appellate body should be automatically adopted; the only exception arises if all WTO members, including the prevailing member, decide by consensus to block it).
policies.\textsuperscript{37} Since the late eighteenth century, national governments and industrial elites have combined efforts to enhance access by nationals to technological inputs, and restrain access by foreigners to technological outputs.\textsuperscript{38} Indeed, the legalization of international intellectual property regulation under TRIPS not only reinforced these ties, but also portrayed them as a democratic or global welfare enhancing solution. This situation often renders it more difficult for developing countries to sustain the case for compulsory patent licensing before the international community and within public opinion.\textsuperscript{39} In addition, although more controversially, the perceived legitimacy of the TRIPS Agreement justifies developed countries imposing unilateral trade sanctions against alleged intellectual property violations by developing countries.\textsuperscript{40}

In addition, the trend toward legally reducing the bargaining power of developing countries gained momentum in recent years with the constant negotiation of the so-called TRIPS-plus agreements. These are bilateral or regional Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) typically negotiated between a developed and a developing country.\textsuperscript{41} They include either more stringent intellectual property protection standards than those mentioned in the TRIPS Agreement or mandate a shortening of the transition periods contained in the TRIPS Agreement.\textsuperscript{42} For instance, many FTAs entered into by the United States impose additional restrictions on the grounds on which compulsory licenses may be issued.\textsuperscript{43} Others introduce provisions preventing national regulatory authorities from registering a generic drug that is under patent protection in the country without the protection of the patent holder.\textsuperscript{44} TRIPS drafters were aware that changing

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{graeme} Graeme B. Dinwoodie, 82 Chi. Kent L. Rev. 1469 (2007), at 1495.
\bibitem{us} See for instance the United States FTA with Jordan (Art. 4(20)).
\bibitem{capfa} See e.g. arts 19(5)(3) of CAFTA-DR; 17(9)(4) of US–Chile; 15(9)(6) of US–Morocco; and 14(8)(5) of US–Bahrain, just to name a few.
\end{thebibliography}
the domestic intellectual property laws of developing countries was a politically
difficult task.\footnote{Laurence R. Helfer, Regime Shifting: The TRIPs Agreement and New Dynamics of International Intellectual Property Lawmaking, 29 Yale J. Int’l L. 1 (2004), at 24.} Because of that, developing countries at large were granted a five-year transition period to become TRIPS-compliant.\footnote{See TRIPS Agreement art. 65.} Toward the end of TRIPS transition period, it became clear that the implementation of TRIPS was proving increasingly slow, costly, and a source of political antagonism; thus the push towards strengthening intellectual property protection in the developing world through FTAs. The extent of the impact of an FTA on the prospects of use of TRIPS flexibilities varies depending on the language of each agreement. However, a general trait is that they leave measures relating to the issuance of compulsory licenses open for challenge through the investment dispute settlement mechanisms.

2. Development Inequality Principle

Policy and academic analyses of TRIPS often dispense little attention to the various ways in which the agreement affects different developing countries.\footnote{For official surveys, see: World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO, 1985), and the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNCTAD, 1974). For theoretical and empirical studies, see, also, Grundmann, Foreign patent monopolies in developing countries: An empirical analysis, 12 J. Dev’t Stud. 186 (1976); J. Katz, Patents, the Paris Convention and Less Developed countries, Discussion Paper no. 190, at 24-27 (Yale Univ. Economic Growth Center, Nov. 1973); Greer, The Case against Patent Systems in Less-Developed Countries, 8 J. Int’l L. & Econ. 223 (1973); Vaitos, Patent revisited: Their function in developing countries, 9 J. Dev’t Stud. 71, 89-90 (1972). But see Daniel C.K. Chow, The Role of Intellectual Property in Promoting International Trade and Foreign Direct Investment, in 4 Intellectual Property and Information Wealth 73 (Peter K. Yu ed., 2007), at 187, 187 (stressing China’s ability to attract foreign direct investment despite weak intellectual property rights); and also F. M. Scherer, Industrial Market Structure and Economic Performance, Houghton Mifflin: Boston (1980).} Traditional approaches typically depart from the well-known North/South dichotomy, or some variation thereof.\footnote{See Paul Krugman, A Model of Technology Transfer, and the World Distribution of Income 87 J. Pol. Economy 253 (1979), at 254-55.} This framework highlights the asymmetries between Northern countries, which are deemed to generate innovative products and technologies, and Southern countries, which are generally deemed to consume them.\footnote{See Carlos M. Correa, Intellectual Property Rights, the WTO and Developing Countries 11 (2000).} A closer look at developing countries, however, reveals that the effects of the TRIPS Agreement are much more varied and can hardly be understood along this bipolar line of North/South. Developing countries differ not only in their propensity to attract FDI, trade, and technology, but also in their abilities to innovate and to make use of intellectual property protection as a tool that fosters domestic innovation. This set of circumstances, which unequally impacts the bargaining power of developing countries, is herein referred to as the development inequality principle.

To begin with, there had been a sharp divide in the economic development strategies employed within the developing world in the period preceding the adoption of TRIPS worldwide. A few countries, particularly Japan and the East Asian “tigers” of Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan, had managed to successfully adopt an export promoting industrialization (EP) strategy, rather than an import substituting (IS) strategy.\footnote{Howard Handelman, The Challenge of Third World Development, 5th ed., Pearson Education Inc., (2009, 2006), pp. 297-300.} Successful implementation of the EP strategy assisted these countries in
receiving higher levels of sustained inflows of FDI and in deriving more benefits therefrom.\textsuperscript{51} By the turn of the last century, the East Asian Tigers were no longer deemed to be developing countries, but rather developed.\textsuperscript{52} In the course of their transition toward becoming exporters of technology-based products, they rapidly foresaw the benefits of adhering to the TRIPS-package.

Most of the remaining latecomers to post-World War II industrialization embraced IS strategies.\textsuperscript{53} Academics debate about whether IS was merely a poor policy choice or a natural consequence of local economic, political and social conditions that prevented countries from pursuing EP strategies.\textsuperscript{54} Nonetheless, the fact remains that IS proved to be a less successful path than EP.\textsuperscript{55} Grounded on dependency theories of development, IS theorists concluded that freer trade would immiserate countries of the 'periphery.'\textsuperscript{56} Local policies responded accordingly, and these countries grew increasingly suspicious of foreign investment and trade liberalization. In the past two decades, however, fears of economic integration within the developing world have yielded far greater optimism.\textsuperscript{57} In what has been referred to as an ironic reversal, anti-globalization sentiments now seem to be more prevalent in wealthier than in poorer countries.\textsuperscript{58} In fact, as of the 1980s and 1990s, most developing countries opened their markets to foreign investment and trade, leaving behind decades of inward-oriented industrialization policies. Again, foreseeably, the results of adherence to free market policies were generally uneven.\textsuperscript{59}

Although most developing countries had reservations about strengthening intellectual property rights, signing the TRIPS Agreement was a condition for participating in the WTO. Being a WTO-member was, and still is, generally viewed as an essential component of their participation in the international wave of trade and prosperity of a globalized world.\textsuperscript{60} The TRIPS Agreement consists of a broad, but controversial, reform agenda for an intellectual property regime that applies almost flatly to all WTO-

\textsuperscript{52} See IMF Advanced Economies List. World Economic Outlook, Database—WEO Groups and Aggregates Information, October 2008.
\textsuperscript{53} For a detailed description of import substitution strategies, see Cláudio D. Shikida, Brazil: from import substitution to the 21st century: What is left to do? Ibmec MG Working Paper – WP30.
\textsuperscript{54} See for instance Rethinking Development Economics (Ha-Joon Chang, ed.), New York, Anthem Press (2003).
\textsuperscript{59} This is true even if one assumes, as many claim, that this “new” form of capitalism benefits everyone – a proposition which we neither accept nor dispute. See e.g. Jagdish Bhagwati, In Defense of Globalization, Oxford University Press (2004); Diane Coyle, Paradoxes of Prosperity: Why the New Capitalism Benefits All, Texere: New York (2001).
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members. The mandatory adoption of TRIPS standards creates two imperative costs for developing countries, namely reduced access to new technologies and knowledge and higher royalty payments. Against that backdrop, defenders of TRIPS have tried to cast intellectual property protection as a central pillar of modern economic policy and a catalyst for development, an argument that is twofold. Firstly, intellectual property protection is said to explicitly encourage domestic innovation in developing countries, similarly to the set of events that took place in the early history of the United States. Secondly, intellectual property protection is equally considered to induce more inward technology transfer, particularly by means of enhanced FDI and trade that is carried out by MNEs. According to this theory, the availability of intellectual property protection would be akin to a “passive” industrial policy – it would stimulate innovation without requiring large investments of public funds often lacking in the developing world.

This uniform analysis when broadly applied to all developing countries, however, overlooks the fact that the pro-TRIPS and anti-TRIPS considerations play out dissimilarly in different parts of the developing world. Firstly, the existence of an intellectual property protection-innovation link is in most cases highly questionable. Historically, a strong intellectual property system appears to have been neither necessary nor sufficient for progress at national and company level. In fact, it is a well

61 See e.g. Michael Blakeney, The International Protection of Industrial Property: From the Paris Convention to the TRIPS Agreement, WIPO National Seminar on Intellectual Property, 2003, WIPO/IP/CAI/1/03/2, p. 16.
64 See e.g. Robert M. Sherwood, Human Creativity for Economic Development: Patents Propel Technology, 33 Akron L. Rev. 351 (2000). See also F. M. Scherer, The Political Economy of Patent Policy Reform in the United States, see at: http://www.researchoninnovation.org/scherer/patpolic.pdf, (draft of September 2007), at 37-38. Scherer reminds us that the argument also overlooks the fact that during the first forty-seven years of its existence, the United States provided strong patent protection to domestic residents, but denied patents to foreigners, whereas less developed countries were being asked under TRIPS to increase the scope of their patent protection to both domestic and foreign residents.
recognized fact that broad intellectual property protection in cumulative innovation processes can stifle subsequent innovation.\textsuperscript{68} Moreover, more modern research on the contributions of strong intellectual property systems internationally, and particularly the TRIPS Agreement, also failed to demonstrate how a more stringent intellectual property regime can foster innovation in the developing world at large.\textsuperscript{69} Innovation springs from the creative application of knowledge, but its underlying conditions are necessarily complex; many are not easily altered by policy; and some are the result of cultural evolutionary processes which extend beyond the reach of short-term policymaking.\textsuperscript{70}

In addition, there is now evidence that the weight of domestic research and development on productivity is largely dependent on the market size of an economy.\textsuperscript{71} Since Romer’s endogenous growth models were proposed,\textsuperscript{72} development economics has increasingly focused its attention on endogenous technological change to explain the growth patterns of world economies. In endogenous growth models, technological innovation begins with research and development sectors that make use of available human capital and knowledge stock. Technological innovation is then applied in the production chain, leading to permanent increases in the growth rate of output. These models are essentially premised on the assumption that innovation that is endogenously determined makes sustained economic growth possible. Recent studies suggest, however, that a key determinant of innovation is the potential market size of users.\textsuperscript{73} That is, the availability of a large domestic market significantly determines the ability of a country to increase its innovation by investing in research and development.\textsuperscript{74} It follows that larger


developing countries can potentially derive higher benefits from intellectual property protection.

Secondly, whether intellectual property protection is an important determinant in the locational competition for FDI remains unsettled. Both theoretical and empirical considerations suggest an ambiguous relationship between intellectual property protection and the distribution of FDI within developing countries. Host-country characteristics are significant because intellectual property protection has weaker effects in countries with strong market-related pull factors for FDI, such as large markets of abundant natural resources. There is also some evidence that FDI responds to intellectual property protection only in host-countries that have reached a minimum threshold of development and have a capacity to imitate inventions. Naturally, the impact of intellectual property protection is stronger in human-capital and technology intensive industries such as pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and health care products, chemicals, machinery and equipment, and electrical equipment. Nevertheless, even in these industries, investment decisions remain contingent on many other factors. It must also be noted that intellectual property law is not the only mechanism for protection of knowledge and information, and at times not even the most important. This statement remains true even for patent-sensitive industries, and remarkably so. In the chemicals industry, for instance, there is evidence that MNEs tend to prefer stand-alone operations abroad and to employ a relatively small number of workers as a means of knowledge protection.

To summarize, the various means by which intellectual

---

78 Id.
property rights influence FDI are subtle, and intellectual property protection alone does not sufficiently generate strong incentives for MNEs to invest in a developing country.84

This set of considerations explains why the effects of the TRIPS Agreement are highly inconsistent. Focusing on the effects of TRIPS on FDI and trade on one hand, and on innovation on the other, the development inequality principle sets out two dividing lines within the developing world. The first line is drawn between larger economies, particularly NICs, and the remaining developing countries. The category of NIC is a socioeconomic classification applied to several countries by geographers, economists, and political scientists. Manufacturing must account for a significant fraction of the NIC’s gross domestic product, but aside from that there is no undisputed or official set of criteria that allow a country to be labeled an NIC.85 According to Bradford, the emergence of NICs is a “generalized historical movement in which industrialized countries vacate intermediate sectors in industrial production in which advanced developing countries are currently more competitive and advanced developing countries, in turn, vacate more basic industrial sectors in which the next tier of developing countries have a relative advantage.”86 NICs are therefore those countries that fulfill the intermediary stages in the international division of labor; and since this division is ever changing, the categorization of a country as an NIC changes as well.87 A popular method of categorization would treat as NICs only Brazil, Mexico, South Africa, China, India, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand and Turkey,88 and would refer instead to the archetypical East Asian tigers of Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan as “developed.”89

Essentially, NICs differ from the remaining developing countries because they possess large and relatively diversified domestic economies. This fact awards them the status of being strategic and fast-growing markets in and with which MNEs typically cannot refrain from investing or trading.90 Consequently, NICs capture a disproportionally
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89 See, Pawel Bozyk, Newly Industrialized Countries, Globalization and the Transformation of Foreign Economic Policy, Ashgate Publishing, Ltd, 164, 2006. But note that many authors still treat countries such as Singapore and South Korea as NICs.
90 Just consider, for instance, the fact that China already has the same number of mobile-phone users as the whole of Europe, namely five hundred million ones. See Technology in emerging economies, The Economist (U.S. Edition) February 9, 2008.
large portion of the FDI that flows to developing countries. In turn, the remaining developing countries receive proportionally much smaller shares of FDI. Such is the case not only for LDCs, but also for a much broader group of developing countries. Accordingly, bargaining power within NICs is generally greater than among the remaining developing countries.

This market size approximation, however, fails to recognize a second divide that exists within developing countries – that is, the divide between innovative and non-innovative developing countries. While all developing countries are innovative on some level, only a small fraction of them are innovative in the area of intellectual property-based technologies. China and India are effectively the only developing countries that, aside from being scientifically proficient, are also able to produce technology-based products in patent-sensitive industries in large scale. Yet, and regrettably for TRIPS enthusiasts, these countries do not display the highest standards of TRIPS compliance within the developing world.

One could still abide by dependency theories upholding that developing countries at large – that is, Southern countries – are almost exclusively consumers of technology. Consistent with that claim, vertical industrial policies were widely applied in China and India in their steady, and yet uncertain, process of ‘catch up’. Again, academics sharply disagree on the value of such vertical policies, and positions range from claims that these policies were crucial to the claim that they created more harm than good. Either way, the causes of the “miracle” in India and China are of no concern here; what matters is the conclusion that TRIPS plays out dissimilarly in the developing world, including with respect to its interaction with innovative activities.

At any rate, in comparison with the remaining developing countries, NICs bear an advantage not only in terms of their ability to attract FDI and trade, but also in their ability to promote endogenous innovation. This reality does not mean however that all NICs make use of their theoretical or potential ability to innovate in the same fashion. Although helpful, the availability of large domestic markets is far from a sufficient condition for a developing country to become innovative. In fact, there is a sharp divide between the “innovative” and the “non-innovative” NICs. As will be argued later in this article, the divide between innovative and non-innovative NICs results in sharp, if somewhat counterintuitive, effects on each NIC’s bargaining power over legal endowments and access conditions to intellectual property-based technologies.

92 Rand Corporation, News Release: Rand Study Says Advanced Countries Will Benefit Most from Progress in Technology, with Lesser Benefits to Other Nations (June 1, 2006).
C. The Case of Bargaining Power in Pharmaceutical Patents

The pharmaceutical industry is the prototypical patent-sensitive industry, and for that reason, it serves well as a working example in which to apply the development inequality principle. In negotiations over patented products and technologies, the bargaining power of a developing country essentially hinges on three variables, namely, the country’s outside option, inside options, and market power. Firstly, the outside option represents the country’s expected payoff in the absence of an agreement. The identification of the outside option is significant, for instance because reaching an agreement with a patentee may become unappealing if the alternative, the unilateral issuance of a compulsory license, is sufficiently attractive.95 Secondly, the developing country’s bargaining power also depends on the availability of inside options. Under bargaining theory, inside options are the actions that a party may take in order to derive positive payoffs while temporarily disagreeing in the course of the bargaining process.96 An inside option differs from an outside option in that as a result of the latter negotiations break up and the parties stop bargaining, whereas the former assumes continued bargaining.97 Developing countries make use of an inside option, for instance, when they avoid de facto protecting IPRs while formally complying with TRIPS.98 Thirdly, a developing country’s bargaining power depends also on the extent of its market power, if any exists. A developing country purchasing a patented product or technology will be deemed to have market power insofar as it is able to profitably pay less than the competitive price.99

1. Outside Option: Instrumentality of Patent Compulsory Licenses

In voluntary exchanges, a bargaining problem arises because the parties have to negotiate ex ante the allocation of the cooperative surplus that is expected to be generated ex post by their decision to cooperate.100 When this problem is not solved, mutual cooperation and agreement fails to take place. Bargaining theory commonly refers to this alternative as the “outside option”, because it is the best alternative available for a country should it decide or be pushed to withdraw from negotiations.101


98 Robert M. Sherwood, The TRIPS Agreement: Implications for Developing Countries, 37 IDEA 491, 544 (1997) (noting that “the judicial systems in perhaps eighty percent of the countries of the world are simply not up to the task of supporting intellectual property rights, much less dealing effectively with other matters”). See also TRIPS, Article 41 (defining the four key tenets of national enforcement provisions, which are largely modeled on American intellectual property law).


Naturally, to reach an agreement, each party must expect to receive a payoff higher than that of its outside option.\textsuperscript{102}

In bargaining over the purchase price of pharmaceuticals, the issuance of a compulsory license can be viewed as an outside option available for developing countries. In this case, the payoff represented by the issuance of a compulsory license is mainly a function of three variables. Firstly are the expected net savings that arise upon the issuance of the compulsory license; secondly are the expected sanctions costs, which are the retaliatory costs that patentees and their home governments can impose on the country that issued compulsory licenses; and thirdly are the expected administrative costs associated with the more lax IP institutional framework suggested or created by the issuance of the compulsory license.

The net savings, being the first variable determining the payoff represented by an outside option, are in reality the expected balance of direct costs and benefits that the country expects to obtain with the issuance of the compulsory license. A country issuing a compulsory license avoids the payment of royalties to the patent holder; but issuing a compulsory license will only be cost-effective if that country is able to either buy or produce the drugs at a lower cost.\textsuperscript{103}

This first variable determining the outside option value tends to play out more favorably in larger and more industrialized developing countries, such as NICs. These countries potentially obtain larger net savings upon the issuance of a compulsory license primarily because they possess unique features that render them suitable places for the development of an indigenous generics production capacity. (The term “generics” refers to drugs that can be obtained from multiple sources, as opposed to drugs that are sold only by the originator company or its exclusive licensees.\textsuperscript{104}) The establishment of a viable and competitive generics pharmaceutical industry requires large consumer markets, local technical capacity, and proper manufacturing conditions.\textsuperscript{105} In addition, even for generic drugs, some research and development is necessary for the manufacture of high-quality products, and the expenses and time incurred are often underestimated.\textsuperscript{106} Together, these considerations explain why a generics production capacity cannot be reproduced easily in most places in the world.


\textsuperscript{104} Andreas Seiter, Pharmaceuticals: Local Manufacturing, World Bank, March 2005, p. 2.


The availability of a generics manufacturing capacity can greatly increase the net savings of the country issuing a compulsory license. The reason for the increase is essentially that such a capacity lends credibility to the threat of issuing a compulsory license. Unlike the calls for distributive justice often put forth by countries with no such manufacturing capacity, the ability to produce generics empowers a country to make use of compulsory licenses if and when necessary. In fact, for many years it appeared that the only practical use of compulsory licenses was as a negotiating tool. With a credible threat of compulsory drug licensing and the local manufacture of them, governments are able to press patent holders to grant large discounts on drugs.

Generic medicines are typically priced at considerably lower rates than the brand drugs. As such, their availability generally reduces a country’s dependence on drugs supplied by big pharmaceutical companies. To illustrate, in Brazil, 56% of AIDS drugs distributed in 2001, commonly known as 'antiretrovirals' (ARVs), were locally produced. While these drugs were not protected by patents, their production as generics made possible a price reduction of 82% in the period between 1996 and 2001. Other countries have followed a similar path. For instance, Thailand's Government Pharmaceutical Organization has been producing generic AZT for a quarter of the price of the brand name version for several years.

The case of Brazil illustrates how a local generics manufacturing capacity can serve as a powerful strategic tool to increase net savings through price negotiations. Brazil's state-owned laboratory, Far-Manguinhos, produces seven of the sixteen medicines used in the antiretroviral 'cocktail' freely offered in the country. The Brazilian government

111 Andreas Seiter, Pharmaceuticals: Local Manufacturing, World Bank, March 2005, p. 2 (also noting that ‘generic drugs are not always lower priced – some local ‘branded generics’ are sold at prices equal to or higher than the originator product, depending on market conditions, access barriers and price transparency.’)
112 Alexandre Grangeiro et al., Sustentabilidade da Política de Acesso a Medicamentos Anti-Retrovirais no Brasil, Revista de Saúde Pública (2006); 40 (Supl): 60-69, at 64 (noting that expenditures in 1998 were R$ 346 million jumping to R$ 557 million in 2001).
116 Far-Manguinhos is part of the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation – FIOCRUZ, a non-profit research foundation linked to the Brazilian Ministry of Health. See also Integrating Intellectual Property Rights
has largely premised its price negotiations with the international pharmaceutical industry on the credible threat of locally producing generics.\textsuperscript{118} Brazil repeatedly threatened to issue compulsory licenses for AIDS medicines only to retract at the last minute after achieving what was widely perceived as a negotiation victory.\textsuperscript{119} A recent study concluded that in the period from 2001 to 2005 Brazil saved approximately USD $1.2 billion solely in ARVs used for treatment of infection by retroviruses, primarily HIV.\textsuperscript{120} In spite of its numerous threats, Brazil thus far has only issued one compulsory license, in 2007.

The second variable influencing a country’s outside option relates to its expected sanctions costs. Generally speaking, these are the costs that may be imposed on a country that unilaterally breaks pharmaceutical patents. Big pharmaceutical companies often develop concerted efforts with their home governments in order to build a dual structure of sanctions costs. In the post-WTO two-tiered patent bargaining framework, sanctions costs may come from governments of the developed world, in what is defined in this article as Tier-1 sanctions, or from the pharmaceutical industry itself, in what is defined herein as Tier-2 sanctions.

An alleged breach of TRIPS potentially may give rise to the submission of a complaint to the WTO. TRIPS rules on compulsory licenses are somewhat ambiguous as to what constitutes sufficient grounds authorizing the issuance of a compulsory license over pharmaceuticals, leaving an open flank that may be explored through litigation in most cases.\textsuperscript{121} The outcome of such litigation may be the authorization to impose trade sanctions on the country deemed to have acted illegally.\textsuperscript{122} Although the Doha Round broadened the legally acceptable scope of compulsory licensing, the possibility of authorization by the WTO to apply trade sanctions remains a tangible risk. The dearth of case law by the DSB on the topic adds an additional element of uncertainty as to the outcome of such litigation.

Government-imposed Tier-1 sanctions may also originate from unilateral state action. In recent decades, the United States took a leading role in attempting to shape and increase international patent protection.\textsuperscript{123} Even in the post-WTO era, the United States Trade Representative (USTR) retains powers to act unilaterally,\textsuperscript{124} and uses them to persuade
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other countries, particularly developing countries, to enhance their intellectual property protection system. Such unilateral sanctions can be traced back to the mid-1970s, a period when intellectual property-sensitive industries pressed the United States government to set up an aggressive unilateral intellectual property agenda designed to curtail piracy and recover part of what were perceived to be unfair economic losses. Unilateral initiatives of this kind, however, remain a mostly non-legalized aspect of patent bargaining that takes place in the shadows of the WTO rule-based international system.

Similarly to net savings, trade sanctions also do not affect all developing countries in the same manner. First and foremost, countries with more diversified economies tend to be less vulnerable to trade sanctions on specific products. In addition, some emerging economies are large enough to pose a genuine threat of counter-retaliating trade sanctions imposed by developed countries. Such was noticeably the case in the dispute between the United States and China over the latter’s intellectual property laws, a situation that in the mid-1990s almost led to a trade war. Another important aspect of trade sanctions is that as world powers compete for geopolitical influence, distinctive strategic advantages may reduce the prospects of employing sanctions among certain developing countries. To use the example of China again, during the aforementioned dispute, the United States bore a specific interest in preventing China from selling nuclear technology and equipment to Iran, Pakistan and Algeria, which enhanced China’s bargaining position.

Aside from governments, the pharmaceutical industry itself may also be in a position to impose sanctions costs on countries that issue compulsory licenses. Compulsory licenses undermine the overall intellectual property protection system of a country, impacting IP-sensitive industries such as chemicals, computer software, and pharmaceuticals. Pharmaceutical patentees that are either harmed by the licensing, or
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131 Daniel J. Gervais, Panel III: Information Technology And International Trade: Intellectual Property, Trade & Development: The State Of Play, 74 Fordham L. Rev. 505 (2005); Ha-Joon Chang,
receive a credible threat of compulsory licensing of their patents, can retaliate through a number of ways. Depending on the circumstances, they can impose sanctions costs through reduced FDI, reduced technology transfer and local R&D, and reduced trade.\textsuperscript{132} In addition, and because innovation in pharmaceuticals is largely deemed to be patent-sensitive, a local pharmaceutical industry, while it exists, can also impose sanctions costs, most notably in the form of reduced innovation. In India, for example, the issuance of a compulsory license could send a disturbing signal to the innovation-prone sectors of its home pharmaceutical industry, which would probably be prompted to reduce innovation efforts.\textsuperscript{133} The example of India actually illustrates why the existence of an indigenous innovative pharmaceutical industry can ironically impair the bargaining power of some developed countries, as will be discussed further later in this article.

The extent of industry-sponsored sanctions costs, also referred herein as Tier-2 sanctions costs, are particularly difficult to predict. This is mainly because of the conceptual divide between static and dynamic efficiency, a theme that arises almost unavoidably in a discussion of patent policies.\textsuperscript{134} Effective patent protection entails a trade off between static losses arising from monopoly rents of patentees, and potential dynamic gains to society at large due to enhanced innovation.\textsuperscript{135} The problem of industry-specific sanctions mirrors this discussion in that sanctions costs can be evaluated both in terms of welfare effects in equilibrium and welfare effects during the transition process toward equilibrium.\textsuperscript{136}

Regardless of how Tier-2 sanctions costs are measured, middle income developing countries are generally less likely to receive such sanctions than lower income countries. International pharmaceutical companies typically cannot afford to lose or alienate large markets that contain, or potentially contain, lucrative middle classes.\textsuperscript{137} A

\textsuperscript{132} See Ehman Helpman, Innovation, Imitation, and Intellectual Property Rights. 61 ECONOMETRICA 1247, 1249 (1993) (arguing that the analysis of intellectual property protection should be carried out through at least for dimensions, namely the terms of trade, the interregional location of manufacturing, product availability, and R&D investment patterns).


\textsuperscript{136} Spring, 2002, 3 Chi. J. Int'l L. 47, 11232 words, Article: Public Health and International Law: TRIPS, Pharmaceuticals, Developing Countries, and the Doha “Solution”, Alan O. Sykes

recent report by PriceWaterhouseCoopers predicts that by 2020, Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Russia and Turkey will represent one-fifth of global pharmaceutical sales, an increase of 60% since 2004. As the economy in these countries improves, local populations are expected to face the kinds of chronic health issues that are typical in wealthier countries. In addition, changes in environmental conditions may also cause the spread of diseases that are more prevalent in the developing world such as cholera and malaria, among others. At the same time, longer life expectancy in these countries tends to positively impact drug sales as well.

The case of Brazil’s intellectual property law illustrates the lower levels of vulnerability of NICs to Tier-2 sanctions. Brazil enacted a TRIPS-compliant intellectual property law in 1997. The law then enacted, however, incorporated a number of TRIPS flexibilities and contained several mechanisms that left room for future compulsory licenses. For instance, the law included a “local working” provision which allows for subjecting a patent holder to compulsory licensing if, among other factors, she fails to manufacture the product within Brazilian territory. Upon the enactment of this law, the pharmaceutical industry issued a communiqué stating that any actions furthering the issuance of compulsory licenses would ensure that companies whose patents are violated will not sell their next generation AIDS drugs, or any other medication, in Brazil. Unimpressed by such threats of the pharmaceutical industry, Brazil continued to negotiate drug discounts from international pharmaceutical companies premised on a threat of its own, namely the prospects of issuance compulsory licenses. The Brazilian government finally issued a compulsory license in 2007; to date, however, the realization of the pharmaceutical industry's retaliatory threats remains improbable.

Lastly, a developing country’s outside option depends on a third consideration. Aside from the net savings and the sanctions costs involved, the outside option is also a function of the effects of the issuance of a compulsory license on administrative costs, which operates in two ways. On the one hand, a country issuing a compulsory license has, by definition, a less stringent intellectual property system. Thus, the compulsory license can be said to contribute to a reduction in the overall costs related to the administration of the intellectual property system. On the other hand, a country issuing a compulsory license faces the risk of incurring costly litigation, a meaningful
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consideration for poorer developing countries. This risk of litigation is enhanced by the fact that, under TRIPS, applications for compulsory licenses must be considered on their individual merits. Taking both sides into account, the net impact of the issuance of a compulsory license on administrative costs is not only difficult to measure but also difficult to predict. What is clear however is that litigation costs at WTO’s DSB can be a deterrent only for smaller and poorer developing countries.

2. Inside Options: National Opportunism within TRIPS

The outcome of a bargaining process, although constrained by the outside option, is also determined by the inside options available to the parties. Inside options are actions that provide positive payoffs while bargaining is still underway. Inside options are therefore resources available to the parties during the course of negotiations. A desirable outside option demonstrates why a developing country can genuinely threaten to terminate cooperation with patentees if it is solely able to obtain a larger payoff through the issuance of a compulsory license. Conversely, the availability of desirable inside options shows why a developing country can credibly threaten to temporarily suspend or prolong negotiations simply in order to hold out for a better offer.

To begin with, a compulsory license can function both as an outside option and as an inside option. As described in the previous subsection, at a Tier-2 level, namely the level in which developing countries negotiate with the pharmaceutical industry over drug prices, *inter alia*, the compulsory license is the outside option *par excellence*. As was shown earlier, the issuance of a compulsory license typically reflects the preferred option of a developing country when negotiations with patentees break down. Yet, the issuance of a compulsory license can work as an inside option as well. In order to understand why, consider the Tier-1 level negotiations in which countries bargain over the legal endowments that will be set forth under domestic and international intellectual property laws. In the course of such negotiations, the issuance of a compulsory license potentially permits a country to obtain a positive payoff without leaving the negotiations table, where a legal endowment may be at stake. For instance, in the course of the negotiations within the Doha Round, some developing countries indeed threatened to issue compulsory licenses while not leaving the negotiations table at the WTO.

There are several additional inside options available for developing countries. The ability of a developing country to make use of inside options, however, is to a large
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extent dependent upon the specific tenets of its national patent laws and regulations. While the dominant legal rules affecting intellectual property systems are essentially extraterritorial in nature, the incorporation of TRIPS flexibilities by each country is not mandatory and has to be established under domestic laws.¹⁵⁰ Each state adjusts international standards to its own intellectual property policies and establishes their enforcement level, thereby setting the ground for a bargaining process in which political actors at the national and supra-national level lobby in order to influence lawmaking at the national level.¹⁵¹ Nevertheless, recent studies have shown that many developing countries failed to fully incorporate TRIPS’ flexibilities into their national patent legislation, reducing the available inside options.¹⁵²

TRIPS indeed contains authorizations for a number of outside options that may be utilized by developing countries. Firstly, in some cases developing countries can hinder patenting by foreigners through discrete changes in legislation that are expressly permitted under TRIPS. Secondly, it is possible to narrow the legal definition of patentability, or simply deny patentability altogether, for certain categories of products such as plants and animals.¹⁵³ Thirdly, a country can intensify the use of the doctrine of prior user’s rights in order to lower licensing costs.¹⁵⁴ This doctrine offers a personal defense for someone who non-publicly uses an invention undergoing the patenting process by another, and permits the non-patent holder user to continue using the invention. Its practical effect is to authorize a party other than the patentee to continue to put into practice an invention that was created at the time the patentee’s application was filed.¹⁵⁵ A forth inside option available to a developing country is the imposition of supplementary disclosure obligations on patentees.¹⁵⁶ TRIPS authorizes a country to establish duties to disclose the origin of plant genetic resources used in an invention,¹⁵⁷

¹⁵⁵ Paul J. Heald, The TRIPS Game, 88 Minn. L. Rev. 249.
¹⁵⁶ TRIPS Agreement, Article 62(1) (authorizing members to “require, as a condition of the acquisition or maintenance of the intellectual property rights … compliance with reasonable procedures and formalities”).
to compel the patent offices to publish the application for a patent shortly after its submission, or to require that a patentee reveal the “best mode” for practicing the invention. A best mode provision requires the patent applicant to disclose the specific embodiment of the invention, thereby prohibiting inventors from disclosing only what they consider to be their second-best embodiment, while retaining the best for themselves. Other inside options available for developing countries under TRIPS include the use of counterbalancing regulatory measures in competition law, or the use of safeguards permitted within the TRIPS Agreement.

A number of more commonly controversial inside option policies exist as well. The TRIPS Agreement does not stipulate exceptions to the patent rights it protects. As a result, developing countries are able to deviously discourage patent applications by foreign firms by pursuing myriad alternatives, such as making the process of patenting overly costly, lengthy, and bureaucratic, or simply taking advantage of (and failing to improve) its judicial system. The latter alternative is closely related to the much broader context of failures in the rule of law, a familiar trait amongst developing countries.
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162 TRIPS Agreement, art. 7.
164 Paul J. Heald, The TRIPS Game, 88 Minn. L. Rev. 249.
All of these alternatives avoid de facto protecting intellectual property rights, while formally complying with TRIPS.\textsuperscript{167}

In conclusion, the availability of inside options increases the bargaining power of developing countries by increasing their willingness to enter into an agreement with patentees and their home governments.\textsuperscript{168} In addition, the availability of inside options may reduce the short-term costs of compliance with the patent sections of the TRIPS Agreement, both by rendering patenting less attractive and by creating the conditions for a reduction in costs to consumers of patented products.\textsuperscript{169} From the developing country’s perspective, the goal of discouraging foreign patenting is twofold. It aims at seizing the positive welfare effects offered by intellectual property laws, while at the same time reducing the cost to consumers and local industry of complying with the TRIPS Agreement. All of this may be accomplished without deliberately breaching TRIPS. What is more, this scheme/system often allows a developing country to recapitulate some of the rewards of foreign innovation while bearing as little of the cost as possible.\textsuperscript{170}

3. Market Power: Competition and Substitutes

Finally, a developing country’s bargaining power is dependent on the extent of its market power, should it bear any. In both economics and law, market power generally refers to the ability of a seller to profitably charge more than the competitive price for what it sells, or the ability of a buyer to profitably pay less than the competitive price for what it purchases.\textsuperscript{171} In the case of pharmaceutical patents, market power would express itself in the ability on the part of a developing country buying a patented drug to gainfully pay less than the competitive price.\textsuperscript{172} Conversely, existing data suggests that situations such as this are quite rare. The average wholesale drug prices are almost as high in developing as in developed countries, notwithstanding the fact that incomes are much higher in the latter.\textsuperscript{173} This data intimates that the extent of the market power of
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\item\textsuperscript{169} Paul J. Heald, The TRIPS Game, 88 Minn. L. Rev. 249.
\item\textsuperscript{170} The Preamble to the TRIPS Agreement suggests this option and the merits of flexibility are trumpeted by the WTO itself. See TRIPS Agreement, Article 8(1) (“Members may, in formulating or amending their laws and regulations, adopt measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition, and to promote the public interest in sectors of vital importance to their socio-economic and technological development, provided that such measures are consistent with the provisions of this Agreement.”).
\item\textsuperscript{171} See US Submissions to OECD and other International Competition Fora, Roundtable on Monopsony and Buyer Power – Note by the United States (October 2008). Available at http://www.ftc.gov/bc/international/ussubs.shtm.
\item\textsuperscript{172} See US Submissions to OECD and other International Competition Fora, Roundtable on Monopsony and Buyer Power – Note by the United States (October 2008). Available at http://www.ftc.gov/bc/international/ussubs.shtm.
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the overall group of developing countries is low.\textsuperscript{174} Similarly, a software industry requires an innovative-based infrastructure, such as electricity, computers and networks. This in turn requires an educated labor force. In addition to all these things, the developing country must already value intellectual property as a sellable commodity in order for a software industry to materialize. Because software is such an advanced form of trade, LBPs, especially African ones, are far from developing any profitable industry, let alone a profitable software industry.\textsuperscript{175} When viewed as a monolithic group, developing countries can be said to be ‘price-takers.’\textsuperscript{176}

Yet, market power fundamentally varies among developing countries. Firstly, the availability of an indigenous pharmaceutical industry can serve as a powerful instrument for engendering competition among drug suppliers at the national level.\textsuperscript{177} Secondly, the developing country’s market power depends equally on its purchase volume, so developing countries with larger consumer markets tend to levy more market power.\textsuperscript{178} Thirdly, in wealthier developing countries a sizeable share of the population will be covered by either public or private health insurance, such that governments or insurance companies based in these countries will respond to a larger demand, potentially allowing them to negotiate larger price discounts.\textsuperscript{179} In addition, a buyer’s market power also depends on factors such as the availability of information and of substitute products, the buyer’s price sensitivity, and the differential advantage of the products, all of which highlights the importance of factoring in local considerations.\textsuperscript{180}

In sum, measuring bargaining power is tricky. Relative market size typically offers the best preliminary assessment tool, but a more comprehensive understanding requires taking into account other considerations that shape a country’s outside option, inside options, and market power.\textsuperscript{181} In the post-WTO era, trade and intellectual property have merged into a single bargaining legal and institutional framework. For that reason, international patent regulation became necessarily entangled within a broader agenda of trade liberalization, foreign investment, and innovation policies.\textsuperscript{182} This dynamic
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emphasizes the higher levels of bargaining power of those countries that fulfill the intermediary stages in the international division of labor and industrial production, such as NICs. At the same time, the propensity to innovate can sharply change the ability on the part of developing countries to issue compulsory licenses, as will be argued in the next section.


III. THE INNOVATION BENT OVER BARGAINING COST STRUCTURE

A. Overview

Insofar as the ability to issue compulsory licenses is concerned, the post-WTO intellectual property-based bargaining environment requires a conceptual adaptation of existing bargaining models. Tables 1 and 2 depict graphically the suggested shift. Table 1 represents the standard view that WTO members negotiate market access and other commitments essentially premised on the size and diversity of their economies. The assumption is that members with the highest economic wealth and more diversified economies have more bargaining chips to offer, and less to lose, in case negotiations break down. Bargaining power is therefore viewed as a continuum that largely reflects market size and economic diversification. In contrast, as depicted in Table 2, this article argues instead for a more nuanced view of bargaining power within the group of developing countries when intellectual property-based products and technologies are at stake. This nuanced view takes into account the overall higher levels of bargaining power of NICs in comparison with the rest of the group of developing countries, but it also considers the effects of varied levels of innovativeness in pharmaceuticals within the group of NICs. A typology emerges to divide developing countries into three groups. As will be explained, innovative NICs are categorized as Medium Bargaining Power countries (or “MBPs”), and non-innovative NICs are categorized, somewhat paradoxically, as High Bargaining Power Countries (or “HBPs”). The remaining developing countries are represented collectively as Low Bargaining Power Countries (or “LBPs”).

185 Id.
The presence of innovation in pharmaceuticals, particularly, serves as a threshold between two groups of NICs. These groups are the innovation 'haves', sometimes referred to as 'innovative developing countries,' and the innovation 'have–nots.' Currently, only two NICs are undergoing the process of becoming innovators in pharmaceuticals. This small group of innovative NICs effectively includes only India and China. To be sure, this transition is clearer in India, which already displays robust signals of pharmaceutical innovativeness. In China, still, there are indications that the country's innovative industry is as promising. In this group of countries, pharmaceutical innovation plays a twofold role. On the one hand, it boosts the countries' technology-
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based economy, rendering them more competitive and efficient. On the other hand, pharmaceutical innovation harms the ability of their governments to issue compulsory licenses that would make drugs more affordable to their needy and sizeable populations.

In 'innovative NICs,' or MBPs as explained, the issuance of compulsory licenses causes the coming about of Tier-2 sanctions costs. That is to say, sanctions costs imposed by the pharmaceutical industry. The issuance of a compulsory license signals the existence of a less protective intellectual property system. In MBPs, the booming local pharmaceutical industry would be prompted to reduce innovation efforts out of fear that a less protective legal and institutional environment would be available to future pharmaceutical inventions. Such a reaction would certainly be the case both for the national pharmaceutical industry, as may be seen prominently in India, and for international MNEs performing R&D activities abroad, as is increasingly common in both India and China.

Conversely, ‘non-innovative NICs’, or HBPs as explained, neither innovate, nor appear to foresee becoming relevant innovators in pharmaceuticals in the immediate future. HBPs particularly include Brazil and Thailand, as well as South Africa as a threshold, or dubious, case. Countries such as Brazil and Thailand share with China and India the feature of possessing bargaining power based on their large and diversified economies, although certainly on a smaller scale. Therefore, it may be proffered that HBPs are at best mildly fearful of Tier-1 sanctions costs. However, specifically because HBPs are non-innovative countries, the risk of industry-specific sanctions costs, or Tier-2 sanctions costs, is minimized. In these countries, a much less innovation-prone pharmaceutical industry will not be in a position to impose sanctions costs through reduced innovation.

B. The HBP Model: A Single Sanctions Cost Structure

1. Introduction

The group of HBPs entails a first sight paradoxical, or at least unusual, case in which overall weaker players are in a favorable position to bargain. HBPs such as Brazil and Thailand generally possess less market power than larger developing countries such as India or China; yet in the context of intellectual property bargaining they emerge stronger than the latter countries given their ability to issue compulsory licenses. Similarly, the most innovative applications of government's use of open source
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189 See e.g. AVERT.org on India (http://www.avert.org/aidsindia.htm); and on China (http://www.avert.org/aidschina.htm).
technology are coming from HBPs. Some examples are Citizen Service Centres in Brazil, ICT-based Electoral Reform in South Africa or Philippine Customs Reform. Innovative solutions based on open-source technologies primarily enable faster diffusion of locally-innovated ICT. The group of HBPs is basically composed of those countries that stand to benefit the most from bargaining around TRIPS through patent compulsory licensing. Their high bargaining power is essentially connected to three features. Firstly, they belong to the category of NICs, which signals a relatively higher market power than developing countries at large. Secondly, they do not innovate in pharmaceuticals and thus have lower innovation-related sanction costs. And thirdly, their current domestic laws contain limited TRIPS-plus provisions.

This third point deserves highlighting and further explanation. Not every non-innovative NIC can be considered an HBP. Mexico, for instance, a large non-innovative NIC, has a fairly limited ability to bargain either with developed countries or the pharmaceutical industry. Mexico is bound by the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and by an FTA which it signed with the European Union in the year 2000. These agreements can render illegal issuances of compulsory licenses that under TRIPS alone would otherwise be deemed legal. As such, these agreements magnify the prospects of Tier-1 sanctions in the event of issuances of compulsory licenses.

2. The HBP-MBP Regional Thresholds

a) Brazil/South America

The case of Brazil shows that the absence of local innovation in pharmaceuticals can ironically boost the bargaining power of a large developing country. For decades, Brazil has been a leading voice for the developing world in South America and beyond, in international trade and intellectual property disputes. As such, it has opportunistically funneled its commercial interests into an aggressive form of bargaining with developed countries.

Brazil is herein categorized as an HBP primarily because it has a high value outside option in negotiations over the conditions for access to patented pharmaceuticals. This outside option is available to Brazil firstly because the country possesses a generics industry that is in a position to produce patented drugs that may be compelled to obtain compulsory licenses. Since the issuance of compulsory licenses in Brazil can generate net savings, threats of compulsory licensing become a powerful negotiation weapon. Secondly, a non-innovative NIC like Brazil faces a combination of mild to low Tier-1
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196 The Free Trade Agreement between Mexico and the European Union (MEUFTA). See also Bryan Mercurio, TRIPS-Plus Provisions in FTAs: Recent Trends.; in Regional Trade Agreements and the WTO Legal System (Lorand Bartels, Federico Ortino, eds.), pp. 215-237, Oxford University Press, 2006, at 221 (noting that Mexico has FTAs with over 42 countries, many of which were negotiated subsequently to NAFTA).
and Tier-2 sanctions costs. On a Tier-1 level, Brazil’s large and diversified economy grants the country some leeway to endure threats of retaliation from the developed world. On a Tier-2 level, Brazil’s large and growing consumer markets guarantee reasonable to high private investment levels in production. At the same time, a less stringent patent regime does not harm sufficiently its largely non-innovative pharmaceutical industry. Thirdly, an NIC such as Brazil can withstand the prospects of costly litigation upon the issuance of compulsory licenses.

All of these factors have contributed to shaping Brazil’s aggressive bargaining behavior. In the backdrop of that, Brazil has now become world renowned for being the most successful developing country in tackling the AIDS epidemic. Key to the effectiveness of Brazil’s AIDS program was the country’s aggressive negotiation stance designed to obtain large discounts on HIV/AIDS medication produced by big pharmaceutical companies. Its strategy was largely premised on the issuance of compulsory licenses, or the threat thereof, on patent rights over these drugs.

As part of this process, in 2007 Brazil issued a compulsory license over Merck’s Efavirenz, an ARV. The country seemingly suffered only modest sanctions costs upon its issuance of the compulsory license. To begin with, no sanctions were raised at the WTO or other international fora, as the compulsory license was largely viewed as
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198 Carlos H. de B. Cruz and Luiz de Mello, Boosting innovation performance in Brazil, OECD Economics Department Working paper No. 532, at 5 (showing that scientific and applied R&D are highly disconnected in Brazil, thus the country is by and large incapable of converting knowledge into productivity gains for its business sector). See also Alan Wright, Innovation in Brazil: Public Policies and Business Strategies, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, March/2008 (Brazilian scientists and research institutions developed and established the country’s capacity to produce state-of-the-art knowledge in various fields; innovation, or the ability to apply knowledge in the development and production of goods and services, however, remains largely absent in most sectors of the economy.)


legal under international law. The Special 301 Report issued by the USTR criticized Brazil's discussions with patent holders, but the United States did not impose formal sanctions. Merck indeed issued a press release stating that Brazil's action was an “expropriation of intellectual property” that “will have a negative impact on Brazil's reputation as an industrialized country seeking to attract inward investment, and thus its ability to build world-class research and development.” The extent to which these threats may come to fruition remains to be seen. True to Merck’s claim, there are no clear signs of revamping of the pharmaceutical sector in Brazil, particularly insofar as innovation is concerned. On the other hand, there are no obvious signs of reduced FDI in Brazil. The opposite, remarkably so, was true as of the year 2007: Brazil's share of FDI in 2007 totaled USD $34.6 billion, almost twice as much as the previous year and representing one of the highest shares in the world amongst developing countries; in the pharmaceuticals industry, specifically, FDI in 2007 reached USD $164.4 million, which is consistent with the historic investment levels observed in previous years.

In fact, Brazil’s aggressive bargaining behavior has exceeded specific TRIPS policies over pharmaceuticals, an assertion that may be demonstrated by at least five separate examples. Firstly, Brazil remains the only developing country that has ever requested consultations pursuant to the WTO dispute settlement process with any developed country concerning the noncompliance of intellectual property laws with the TRIPS Agreement. Secondly, Brazil exercised aggressive leadership in GATT; alongside India and eight other developing countries, Brazil strongly opposed attempts to expand the mandate of the GATT to cover substantive intellectual property issues. Thirdly, Brazil vigorously led the campaign to support the free and open source software movement, noticeably alongside developed countries such as Spain and
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Finland. In fact, the open source movement’s largest concentration of supporting countries presently lies in South America, clearly under the leadership of Brazil.

Brazil has also become the first country to require any company or research institute that receives government financing to develop software to license it as open-source, meaning the underlying software code must be free to all. Open-source represents a small share of the global software market, but Linux and open source solutions will find their biggest markets in developing countries, particularly in MBPs, as China and India, but also HBPs, as in East Asia and South America. These countries have begun turning to open source for various reasons, not least of them a sense of not wanting to be beholden to MNEs such as Microsoft. In turn, Microsoft has become a progressively harsher opponent of the open-source software model, in which the underlying code for software is freely shared for users to modify and distribute. Similarly to the fields of pharmaceutical patents and information and communications technology (ICT), it upholds that the open source approach undermines innovation at large.

Fourthly, Brazil serves as one of the leaders in the G-20 organization, which essentially congregates the twenty largest economies in the world, both from within the developed and the developing worlds. Brazil’s HBP-type leadership was also demonstrated in 2003 at the Cancun Ministerial during the Fifth WTO Ministerial Conference, where Brazil led a coalition of twenty one developing countries together with China and India. Lastly, one year after the Ministerial in Cancun, Brazil was seated at the forefront of the process that led to the establishment of a development agenda within WIPO.

This article thus suggests that Brazil’s strategy derives from a distinct set of incentives hidden within the TRIPs Agreement. These hidden incentives render it convenient for non-innovative NICs, such as Brazil, to use compulsory licenses as part of a hard-line negotiation strategy with big pharmaceutical corporations. Brazil is able to obtain net
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benefits from such aggressive behavior mostly because it is able to produce generics locally, something that smaller and weaker developing countries are unable to do. In turn, in a country with weak institutions and high taxation such as Brazil, the expected long-term effects of maintaining an overall weaker patent protection system in the pharmaceutical industry are less dramatic than in more innovative countries, such as India. Brazil, unlike India, is by and large a non-innovative country, particularly in pharmaceuticals. As such, in Brazil, the issuance of compulsory licenses, at best, modestly hinders innovation in the pharmaceutical industry over time, because such innovation tends not to occur for reasons more influential than the compulsory licenses.

All in all, the case of Brazil does not demonstrate that patents are uncorrelated with innovation in pharmaceuticals. Although it remains a highly controversial topic, there is some evidence of the existence of a link between patent protection and pharmaceutical innovation. Indeed, the lack of a more stringent enforcement of intellectual property laws may well be one of the many causes for lack of innovation in the Brazilian pharmaceutical sector. However, even supporters of stronger patent protection systems will concede that an effective intellectual property regime is in-and-of itself neither sufficient to attract pharmaceutical FDI nor to spring innovation. Early adherence to TRIPS has failed to cause, at least as a sole factor, the emergence of technological innovation in the Brazilian pharmaceutical industry. To generalize, in non-innovative NICs, TRIPS does not operate as a “carrot” for more innovation; rather, it functions as a “stick” for less piracy.

b) Thailand/Asia

Thailand is arguably another HBP country. The case of Thailand has a number of similarities to that of Brazil. Like Brazil, Thailand has adopted an aggressive stance on both patent bargaining and software protection. In Asia, to illustrate, some of the highest overall Free/Libre/Open Source Software (FLOSS) related activity seems to be taking place in innovative developing countries, namely NIC countries like India, China and Taiwan, followed by South Korea, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand. Moreover, Thailand has been one of the few developing countries to actually carry out compulsory licenses of drugs. It did so for the first time in 2006, with the compulsory license of Merck’s Efavirenz, the same drug on which Brazil imposed a compulsory license. Only a few months later, Thailand issued two more compulsory licenses, one for Abbott’s Kaletra, an AIDS drug, and another for Sanofi-Aventis’ Plavix, a heart
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The compulsory license over Plavix represents a particularly clear expression of high bargaining power on the part of Thailand, given that whether a heart disease drug meets the TRIPS criterion of “national emergence” is questionable as a matter of law. Such a compulsory license potentially could have given rise to Tier-1 sanctions authorized by the WTO – which in fact never happened – but the Thai government acted irrespective of that risk.

The dynamics of Tier-2 sanctions in Thailand are similar to those seemingly prevailing in Brazil. Firstly, Thailand is actually in a position to obtain net benefits with the issuance of compulsory licenses, the main reason being that it possesses an established manufacturing capability in pharmaceuticals. In fact, a state-run capacity to produce generics, particularly AIDS drugs, further enhances the ability of the country to pose a veritable threat of issuing compulsory licenses. Secondly, Tier-2 sanctions costs play out in Thailand in a similar fashion to that of Brazil. Like Brazil, the pharmaceutical industry in Thailand is relatively small in comparison to other sectors of the local economy. Moreover, the Thai pharmaceutical industry is mostly geared toward supplying the local market, rather than for export. In addition, the industry practically involves no research and development of new drugs and components. Over the coming years, Thailand will likely remain an overall importer of medicines, with the trade balance further shifting in favor of imports. Moreover, and although Abbot Laboratories recently withdrew seven registration applications for newly-developed pharmaceutical products in Thailand, the Thai government seemingly relies on the expectation that its markets are large enough to sustain sufficiently interested MNEs.


Tier-1 sanctions costs appear to play out favorably for Thailand as well. In recent negotiations with the United States, Thailand notably rejected a proposed FTA. This FTA would have, among other things, required a greater commitment by the Thai government to enhance patent protection. This rejection again represents a typical HBP bargaining stance, paralleling that of Brazil. After all, Brazil thus far has not agreed to the framework laid out by the United States for the intended Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA), which contains similar TRIPS-plus provisions.

To conclude, the similarities between the cases of Thailand and Brazil are abundant. In spite of sharp differences in their political systems, to date the only developing countries that have achieved universal access to ARV therapy to AIDS patients have been Brazil and Thailand. In both cases, more ambitious health programs were made possible by, among other things, aggressive price negotiations with big pharmaceutical companies. This strategy, in turn, was largely premised on the issuance – or more commonly, the real threat of issuance – of compulsory licenses over patented drugs. The ensuing paradox, to insist on this term, lies also in that overall less powerful countries such as Brazil and Thailand are proving more successful in dealing with the AIDS epidemic than other countries that are overall more powerful, such as India and China. This situation arises in countries such as Brazil and Thailand not in spite of their lack of pharmaceutical innovation, but in part because of it.

c) South Africa/Africa

A third HBP to practice aggressive bargaining is South Africa. The country boasts the largest economy in the African continent, and enjoys noticeable political influence over other African countries. In relative terms, it is expected to remain quite powerful vis-à-vis other developing countries. Similarly to Brazil and Thailand, South Africa is engaged in little to no innovation on the ground, particularly in pharmaceuticals. In that sense, it may be more narrowly classified as a non-innovative NIC.

There are three persuading indications of South Africa’s HBP-like bargaining situation. Firstly, alongside with Brazil, South Africa was prominently involved in the
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negotiations that led to the Decision on the Implementation of Paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health. In retrospect, there is wide consensus that South Africa made an important contribution to what is sometimes regarded as a turning point in the TRIPS debate. Secondly, the country has been noticeably influential in placing the issue of access to medicines on the human rights and public health agendas.

Thirdly, South Africa withstood great pressure from the United States in the process of amending its intellectual property law. In 1997 South Africa passed the Medicines Amendment Act, allowing for parallel imports of pharmaceuticals. Controversy erupted over this legislation, and the United States government threatened sanctions if the South African government put the Medicines Amendment Act into full force. The United States Congress included in its appropriations bill in 1998 a provision withholding aid monies for South Africa until the Medicines Amendment Act was repealed. The Clinton administration eventually backed away from its original stance, even though it was heavily lobbied by the pharmaceutical industry – the latter having reduced Tier-2-like sanction power vis-à-vis its HBP bargaining counterpart. Not too surprisingly, South Africa did not back down much to the contrary. The United States government later withdrew its legislation after the South African government asserted that it was legally able to utilize parallel imports and compulsory licenses under TRIPS. On the South African side, the only compromise made was to repeat earlier promises that South Africa would abide by the WTO's TRIPS Agreement.
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To conclude, the explanation for HBPs' unique bargaining situation is threefold. Firstly, and most notably, HBPs stimulate a collapse of the Tier-2 sanction costs. This statement is true with respect to MNEs, and at times local investors, both of which refrain from conducting R&D locally, even in the face of strong patent laws. Furthermore, HBPs possess large consumer markets that tend to be highly desirable to large MNEs. As can be expected, early adherence to TRIPS strict patent policies has failed to cause, in-and-of itself, the emergence of research and development in innovation in the pharmaceutical industry in HBPs. Lack of innovation in what are thus ‘non-innovative NICs’ has transformed economically weaker NICs into stronger bargaining powers in patent-sensitive products, such as pharmaceuticals. Such is the case when such countries threaten to issue, or actually issue, patent compulsory licenses. Secondly, the shortage of local innovation frees HBP governments, such as Brazil, Thailand, or South Africa, from pressures from a local industry that requires more stringent patent protection. This economic-political reality facilitates, rather than harms, HBPs' power to issue compulsory licenses over pharmaceuticals. Thirdly, and more generally, in HBP countries, TRIPS does not effectively function as a “carrot” for more FDI or innovation; rather, it serves a “stick” to exert pressure in favor of Pax-American tailor-made intellectual property rights.

C. The MBP Model: A Dual-Sanction Cost Structure

1. Introduction

Among NICs, innovative countries are those that benefit the least from bargaining around TRIPS through compulsory licenses or threats thereof. Simply put, the main reason for this phenomenon is that in these countries compulsory licenses discourage local innovation. These countries paradoxically possess a weaker bargaining position in terms of their ability to issue compulsory licenses, mainly because MBPs are subject to a dual sanctions cost structure. First, on a Tier-1 bargaining level, a compulsory license can cause the United States government to impose sanctions. While strong in comparison to the rest of the developing world, MBPs remain dependent on strengthening their commercial ties with the developed world. Second, on a Tier-2 bargaining level, MBPs markets may be sanctioned by MNEs or national investors, particularly insofar as the issuance of compulsory licenses may harm MBPs' innovation incentives. Furthermore, if the development economics history of developed countries should repeat itself, these MBPs eventually will want stronger intellectual property protection as an important means of transforming into fully developed countries. Having among other things demonstrated significant promise in carrying out health innovation, China and India are most likely to be the first to reach a point at which creating stronger patent protection will be in their pure self-interest.  

2. India


The Indian pharmaceutical industry developed in a context of weak patent protection with the Indian Patent Act of 1970 denying product patent coverage altogether for pharmaceutical products and severely limiting process patents.\footnote{Padmashree Gehl Sampath, Economic Aspects of Access to Medicines After 2005: Product Patent Protection and Emerging Firm Strategies in the Indian Pharmaceutical Industry, a study for the WHO’s Commission on Intellectual Property, Innovation and Health (CIPIH): June 2005, at 24 (noting that process patents were limited to a period of seven years, or five years from the date of sealing of the patent, whichever was shorter. Moreover, the provisions on “local working” and licensing of rights contained in the Indian Patent Act of 1970 limited the scope of process patents further by providing that any pharmaceutical process on which a local patent was obtained had to be “worked” in India within three years from the date of sealing of the patent. After three years of sealing, the patent owner was subject to the provision on “licensing of rights,” i.e., the patent owner was obliged to license his process to a local manufacturer in cases where the patent was not locally worked for a royalty not exceeding 4%. The government also had the authority to grant a compulsory license on a process after three years from the date of sealing of the patent if the product was not available locally at “reasonable” rates. The Drug Price Control Order was primarily responsible for determining these rates, and when a compulsory license was granted, the royalty rate for such a license was to be set by the government in all cases where the process patent owner and the licensee could not agree upon a rate between themselves. The Act also provided that the burden of proof in cases of patent infringement rested on the patent owner).} The Indian industry and China and What It Means for all of Us 126 (2007). As the Goldman Sachs study forecasted, “[i]n US dollar terms, China could overtake Germany in the next four years, Japan by 2015 and the US by 2039.” Dominic Wilson & Roopa Purushothaman, Dreaming with BRICs: The Path to 2050 (Goldman Sachs, Global Economics Paper No. 99), www2.goldmansachs.com/ideas/global-growth/99-dreaming.pdf, at 4. See, also, Daniel C.K. Chow, Why China Does Not Take Commercial Piracy Seriously, 32 OHIO N.U. L. REV. 203, 208 (2006) (“China’s ambitions to eventually dominate trade in high-technology sectors.”); Chindia: How China and India are Revolutionizing Global Business (Pete Engardio ed., 2006), at 4 (same).
focused mainly on reverse engineering and the production of generics,\textsuperscript{255} while it spent little on R&D in comparison with firms in Western countries.\textsuperscript{256} The generics industry that flourished in India allowed the country to gain its current rank as fourth globally in terms of medicine production (8\% of global output volume) and thirteenth in terms of value.\textsuperscript{257} India also boasts the largest number of manufacturing facilities approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) anywhere outside of the United States.\textsuperscript{258} With this increase in production, part of the Indian pharmaceutical industry started a slow but steady shift toward developing a capacity to innovate.\textsuperscript{259}

Major strengths of the Indian pharmaceutical market power include the cost-competitive manufacturing base that extends to clinical studies, and extensive production skills in chemistry and process development. The market further entails the ability to manufacture over 50\% of the bulk drugs needed for its pharmaceutical production locally, as well as the emergence of a promising biotechnology industry. India also is known for its plethora of local scientists and R&D personnel of high scientific quality and a wide network of R&D.\textsuperscript{260} By the year 2005, the R&D expenditures of large-scale Indian pharmaceutical firms (including local subsidiaries of multinational corporations) were already around 6\% of the annual turnover; this figure is expected to rise to 10\% by the year 2010. Therefore, compliance with pharmaceutical patents blends well with the prospects for top-tier Indian firms to increase R&D investments and innovation.\textsuperscript{261}

India is also at the crossroads concerning its intellectual property policies for the biotechnology sector. For a start, it has ambitious plans for a biotechnology industry and for its agricultural industry, it presently having the third-highest number of biotech companies in the Asia-Pacific after Japan and Korea.\textsuperscript{262} Conversely, India witnesses an internal persistent disagreement to a strengthening of the patent system related to
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biotechnological inventions.\textsuperscript{263} At the same time as India is only slowly and unwillingly opening the door to allow for a greater role of patents related to biotechnological inventions, it has been positive in the development of fairly unique plant variety legislation in the form of its the Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights Act of 2001 (PPVFRA).\textsuperscript{264}

3. China

China is already the second largest producer of pharmaceutical and agricultural ingredients in the world.\textsuperscript{265} It is the world's largest producer of active pharmaceutical ingredients,\textsuperscript{266} although the vast majority of this production is unpatented. In fact, China is one of the world's leaders in the production of counterfeit pharmaceuticals.\textsuperscript{267} Given that MBP countries herein have also been referred to as 'innovative NICs,' the case of China requires further exploration.

The characterization of China as an MBP is essentially based on the fact that it faces large Tier-2 sanctions costs for the issuance of compulsory licenses, and for two reasons. The first reason is that China is undergoing a somewhat uncertain, yet steady, process toward becoming an evermore innovative country.\textsuperscript{268} The days in which China only produced cheap products of low quality are rapidly being left in the past. To begin with, for the past three years China has also been the world's largest exporter of ICT.\textsuperscript{269} Consecutively, tensions have developed between China and the United States regarding trade and technological standards.\textsuperscript{270} One point of contention concerns, on the one hand, China's approach to standard setting, particularly for ICT goods, and on the other, the role of IP rights in international standard setting.\textsuperscript{271} While the ICT industry increasingly demands harmonized standards to serve the imperatives of competition, interoperability, and efficiency, particularly in networked environments, China has signaled its intention to follow a different direction.\textsuperscript{272} By seeking to set its own domestic standards instead of relying on international standards, China not only creates tensions but also raises trade law issues under WTO rules.\textsuperscript{273} Thirdly, there is China's innovative-based agriculture industry. This is due to the noticeable fact that the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and China's Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) renewed a 2002
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protocol that supports the United States policy to establish and expand science and technology exchanges with China to improve market access for agricultural products. In sum, there is now clear evidence that research and development activities in the Chinese economy have been growing steadily over the past decade within these fields.

Lastly, in reference to this article’s focal case in point, in pharmaceuticals, an increased number of patents being filed locally are evidence that the country is increasingly gearing its economy toward becoming increasingly innovative. To be sure, the overall annual research and development expenditures of Chinese pharmaceutical firms in 2002 were still relatively low, corresponding to only 1.18% of turnover. This number, however, should not obscure the broader trend showing that research and development investments in pharmaceuticals have increased five times in the period between 1995 and 2004. In a patent-sensitive industry such as pharmaceuticals, the issuance of compulsory licenses would be expected to negatively impact such a trend.

Secondly, the perception about the levels of patent protection in pharmaceuticals crosses over to other industries. The decision to invest in research and development in any sector is partly based on the perception by the investor of the overall legal and institutional environment. The perceived level of protection in pharmaceuticals accordingly interplays with that of other industries, because the issuance of a compulsory license over a pharmaceutical product may negatively impact a decision to conduct research and development activities in other industries, particularly in other patent-sensitive industries. The Chinese pharmaceutical industry remains less innovative, and grows less speedily, than other patent-sensitive sectors of the Chinese industry such as semiconductors and biotechnology. Nevertheless, the issuance of a compulsory license in pharmaceuticals could not only further delay the development of the pharmaceutical sector, but also that of other sectors.

Clear evidence of this phenomenon can be observed in the example of the North China Pharmaceutical Group Corporation (NCPC), China’s leading pharmaceutical exporter. Indeed NCPC has been increasing the number of its patent filings with China’s State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO). However, even in the peak year 2005,
In view of that fact, China has adopted what Professor Peter Yu refers to as a “schizophrenic” nationwide intellectual property policy. Accordingly, China seeks stronger intellectual property in areas such as entertainment, software, semiconductors, and selected areas of biotechnology, while striving for weaker protection in less dynamic fields such as pharmaceuticals, chemicals, fertilizers, seeds, and foodstuffs. This policy means that in the case of China, Tier-2 sanctions costs for issuance of compulsory licenses over pharmaceuticals cross over to other sectors of its economy.

D. The LBP Model: A Positional Bargaining Situation

1. Introduction

A third category of developing countries is defined herein as the Low Bargaining Power countries (LBPs). As a generalization, the LBP model maintains that every developing country other than NICs is an LBP (per Table 2 above, the ‘Default List Countries’). That category logically includes the group of Least Developed Countries (LDCs), which are the fifty poorest countries in the world, but includes many others as well, bringing the number of countries in the group of LBPs to over one hundred. Similarly to the above HBP and the MBP, the LBP categorization reflects a shift from the market size approximation into a conceptualization of a more complex bargaining situation. The LBP model indicates that the market size approximation fails to describe the true bargaining situation in the post-WTO era. Instead of defining developing countries along the lines of ‘market power’, the real narrative of TRIPS, instead, sets the stage for a novel developing country categorization.

The LBP model makes a dual claim. Firstly, it contends that the over a hundred countries in this group possess low bargaining power in terms of their ability to issue compulsory licenses. That is to say, that they have a low outside option in price negotiations with pharmaceutical patentees. Secondly, the LBP model suggests that the group of LBP countries also has low bargaining power in trade disputes more broadly. This second claim represents, in fact, a partial conceptual shift in comparison to the MPB and the HBP models above. The LBP models contain not only a specific analysis of the relative abilities of the countries within this category to issue compulsory licenses, but also a discussion of bargaining power in trade disputes more broadly. In fact, this second claim – namely that LBPs have low bargaining power more generally, not only in terms of their power to issue compulsory licenses – serves the purpose of illuminating the practical significance of the Least-Developed-Country (LDC) carve-out contained in the TRIPS and other WTO agreements. This analysis shows that the LDC carve-out is too narrow and does not cover a large enough group of countries. More generally, the LBP model will reveal that the distributive justice policies contained in TRIPS should be geared towards a broader group of countries.

In international trade, the usual assumption is that low levels of bargaining power are markedly the feature of LDCs. The United Nations officially designates the poorest fifty
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countries in the world as LDCs. There exist three basic macroeconomic parameters in the way in which LDCs are defined. These parameters include: a low-income criterion; a human capital status criterion, involving a composite Human Assets Index (HAI); and an economic vulnerability criterion entailing a composite Economic Vulnerability Index (EVI). To be added to the list, a country must satisfy all three criteria. Since the definition of the LDC category recognizes the existence of structural handicaps, it excludes large economies. Thus, to be designated an LDC the country’s population must not exceed 75 million. For being the poorest countries, WTO agreements and TRIPS in particular contain some corrective and distributive justice policies, despite being largely procedural in nature.

In fact, the post-WTO era, with its two-tiered bargaining situation, demands the creation of a novel category of countries to include both LDCs and the remaining non-NIC developing countries alike. All of these countries arguably have little or no bargaining power in negotiations over patented goods, such as drugs, and thus should be jointly modeled as Low-Bargaining-Power countries, or LBPs. As this part of the article explains, a lack of bargaining power is also what facilitates a distinct form of bargaining policy on the part of developed countries toward the group of LBPs, namely ‘positional bargaining’. This form of bargaining is premised on a unilateral offer of stringent intellectual property laws as a package deal. In addition, as a policy concern, existing TRIPS laws favoring LDCs as the poorest countries conceivably represent a discrepancy vis-à-vis the remaining LBPs. This differential approach is clearly demonstrated within the 2005 Hong Kong declaration, which arguably discriminated against most LBPs such as countries in Central and South America, Lower Asia and poorer Eastern European countries.

2. Least Developed Countries and Beyond

Neither the Agreement Establishing the WTO nor the TRIPS Agreement formally categorize Least-Developed-Countries (LDCs), or for that matter any other particular
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282 World Trade Organization, Least-developed countries, http://www.wto.org/english/tewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/org7_e.htm (listing the thirty-two LDCs which are WTO members); UN Office of the High Representative for the Least Developed Countries, Landlocked Developing Countries and Small Island Developing States, http://www.unohrlls.org/.

283 In continuation, there are two market power-based ways to become eligible for graduation. First, a country’s GNI per capita must exceed at least twice the threshold level, and the likelihood that the level of GNI per capita is sustainable must be deemed high. Id. Second, a country must reach threshold levels for graduation for at least two of the aforementioned three criteria Id.

284 This is based on a three-year average estimate of the GNI per capita (under $745 for inclusion, above $900 for graduation). See, World Trade Organization, Least-developed countries, http://www.wto.org/english/tewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/org7_e.htm; UN Office of the High Representative for the Least Developed Countries, Landlocked Developing Countries and Small Island Developing States, http://www.unohrlls.org/.

285 This is based on indicators of: (a) nutrition; (b) health; (c) education; and (d) adult literacy rate. Id.

286 This is based on indicators of: (a) population size; (b) remoteness; (c) merchandise export concentration; (d) share of agriculture, forestry and fisheries in gross domestic product; (e) homelessness owing to natural disasters; (f) instability of agricultural production; and (g) instability of exports of goods and services. Id.
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288 See footnotes 303-309, infra.

289 The world’s fifties poorest countries are currently designated by two voluntary lists as least developed countries (LDCs). The first is by the United Nations. See, United Nations http://www.un.org/specialrep/ohrlls/ldc/list.htm. The second is by the WTO. See WTO, Least
group of developing countries. Instead, these agreements merely use declaratory language in indistinctive reference to LDCs’ individual development,290 their financial and trade “needs,”291 or their administrative and institutional “capabilities.”292 The WTO is further noteworthy for voluntary listing LDCs.293

From a customary public international legal viewpoint, the WTO’s definitions of LDCs most likely did not establish customary law within international intellectual property law. As a political phenomenon, however, it should be noted that beginning in the early 1960s, LDCs did set up a forum in the United Nations from which to proclaim their views and, in doing so, further challenged the package deals offered by the developed countries. From 1962 through the mid-1970s, in particular, the United Nations General Assembly – dominated by LDCs – passed a series of resolutions intended to emphasize the sovereignty of nations with respect to foreign investment. Even though General Assembly resolutions do not represent authoritative statements of international law, they are probative of the state of international law.294 That is such, particularly given their ever-changing legal nature with reference to foreign investment.295

Present-day WTO agreements merely recognize that this loosely theorized group of poor countries – LDCs, must benefit from the greatest possible flexibility and leniency. Consequently, WTO agreements commonly uphold the position that better-off members must make extra efforts to lower import barriers on LDCs’ exports. Since the end of the Uruguay Round agreements in 1994, several decisions in favor of LDCs have been taken. To begin with, in a meeting in Singapore in 1996, WTO ministers agreed on a "Plan of Action for Least-Developed Countries."296 This included technical assistance to enable them to participate better in the multilateral system and a pledge from developed countries to improve market access for least-developed countries’ products. Secondly, a year later, in October 1997, six international organizations — the International Monetary Fund, the International Trade Centre, the United Nations Conference for Trade and Development, the United Nations Development Program, the World Bank, and the WTO — launched the "Integrated Framework," a joint technical assistance program designed exclusively for least-developed countries.297 Thirdly, in 2002, the WTO further adopted a work program for least-developed countries. Again under the
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290 See The World Trade Organization (WTO) agreement, Article XI(2).
291 Id.
293 See WTO, Least Developed Countries, http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/org7_e.htm (last visited Dec. 8, 2007). The countries falling under this definition are: Angola, Bangladesh, Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cambodia, Central African Republic, Chad, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Djibouti, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Haiti, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique, Myanmar, Nepal, Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Solomon Islands, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, and Zambia. Id.
294 See, e.g., Texaco Overseas Petroleum Co. v. Libyan Arab Republic, 17 I.L.M. 1, 30 (1978) ("Resolution 1803 (XVII) seems to this Tribunal to reflect the state of customary law existing in this field."); see also Committee on Int’l trade and Investment of the ABA Section of International and Comparative Law, The Protection of Private Property Invested Abroad 18 n.57 (1963).
296 Understanding the WTO: Developing Countries, see at: http://www.wto.org/english/- thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/utw Chap6_e.pdf.
297 Id.
post-WTO market size approximation, the work program contained several broad policies that erroneously chose to focus solely on LDCs. Logically, these policies ranged from improved market access to increased technical assistance, such as providing support for agencies working on the diversification of least-developed countries' economies or a speedier membership process for LDCs negotiating to join the WTO.  

More particularly, using similarly broad declaratory language, the TRIPS Agreement employs a general rule for all developing countries. All Member States are held to the same international minimum standards of protection and enforcement. TRIPS does offer some form of equitable action toward LDCs alone, but it does so arguably unequally toward other LBPs, such as in Central and South America, Lower Asia and poorer Eastern European countries.

Thus, TRIPS favors LDCs, albeit procedurally, on three accounts. First, it allows both developing countries and what it defines as 'countries-in-transition' (referring mainly to former Soviet Bloc countries which were closed to FDI until approximately 1990) a five-year grace period within which to fulfill their obligations. The TRIPS Agreement recognizes technical adjustments that may further delay full compliance with the patent provisions for another five years. As for LDCs alone, however, TRIPS stipulates a ten-year period of immunity from the duty to implement its substantive or procedural standards.

Second, TRIPS endows its Council with the power to "accord extensions" of the initial ten-year grace period, upon a "duly motivated" request by an LDC member. In doing so, the agreement recognizes their "special needs and requirements" but only in a broad sense. LDCs continue to compete over intellectual property-based foreign trade in even terms with countries with much higher gross national products (GNP), especially the NICs. Third, developing countries were flatly labeled in reference to the topic of technological transfer, with a suggestive mode of differentiation vis-à-vis LDCs. The drafters of Article 66 of TRIPS described the “special needs and requirements” of these countries identically.

298 Meanwhile, however, a growing number of governments have unilaterally abandoned import duties and import quotas on all exports from LDCs. Id.
300 Transition economies within TRIPS Article 65(3) are countries in Central and Eastern Europe that formed part of the former Soviet bloc. Article 65(3) of the TRIPS Agreement refers to them as "member[s] which [are] in the process of transformation from a centrally-planned [economy] into a market, free-enterprise economy and which [are] undertaking structural reform of [their] intellectual property systems ... ." TRIPS, Id.
303 TRIPS Art. 66 (1).
major changes during the drafting stages, suggesting that LDCs were for all time granted a number of exemptions in adhering to TRIPS.⁵⁰⁶

This kind of affirmative action toward LDCs seems to have given rise to a misguided perception of the kind of bargaining that involves developing countries and the pharmaceutical industry. On the one hand, bargaining with the group of non-LDC developing countries is thought to generate ‘integrative bargains.’ The notion of integrative bargains refers to the potential for the parties’ interests to be combined in ways that create joint value or ‘enlarge the pie.’⁵⁰⁷ Potential for integration only exists when there are multiple issues involved in the negotiation.⁵⁰⁸ Integrative bargains also assume the presence of some bargaining power.⁵⁰⁹ Thus, international patent negotiations are viewed as exchanges between traditional manufactured goods and agricultural products for codified obligations to respect intellectual property rights.⁵¹⁰ This paradigm has in fact represented the common political science narrative of WTO bargaining at large. On the other hand, for LDCs a more benevolent form of ‘Positional Bargains’ – a “take it or leave it” kind of agreement – is said to be in place.⁵¹¹

3. **Positional Bargaining over TRIPS**

In reality, the developed world adopted what is known as positional bargaining in negotiating the international intellectual property framework with the group of LBP countries. In bargaining theory, positional bargaining is a negotiation strategy that involves holding on to a fixed idea, or position, of what one wants and advocating for it and it alone, regardless of the underlying interests.⁵¹² Each negotiator begins with an extreme position and proceeds from there to negotiate and make concessions. Eventually, a compromise may be reached on dividing the bargain surplus. The WTO’s Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations succeeded where prior WIPO’s negotiations independent of the international economic framework failed, particularly regarding developing countries.⁵¹³ That success can be explained in that TRIPS was presented as an economic package deal, or what Professor Donald Harris analogizes
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with a treaty, or contract, of adhesion. Such a dynamic has in fact described the bargaining situation with most non-LDCs developing countries, such as in Central and South America, lower Asia and poorer Eastern European countries. And LBPs, at large, could not and did not resist this positional bargaining game.\(^{316}\)

The Uruguay Round and the TRIPS’ bargaining game in particular remarkably and similarly ‘offered’ LDCs, as well as non-LDC LBPs, greater access to markets for traditionally manufactured goods and agricultural products. This offer has come in exchange for stiff codified obligations to respect the intellectual property rights of the technology-exporting countries.\(^{317}\) That being said, the United States has been pushing since the 1994 Summit of the Americas in Miami for a hemisphere-wide free trade zone and asking that developing countries, largely LBPs, in Central and South America eliminate their own barriers, while being able to maintain its own protectionist measures.\(^{318}\) Frederick Abbott lists the Uruguay Round bargaining chips employed as including: the reduction of subsidies for agriculture in industrialized nations, concessions with respect to imports of tropical products, the phasing out of quotas of textile products, substantial transition periods, incentives to transfer technology and compulsory licensing.\(^{323}\)

Positional bargaining is not only practiced vis-à-vis LDCs. It is also the systematic practice used by the developed world in negotiations with non-LDC LBPs. As already alluded to, the products derived from plant genetic biodiversity, to mention a chief intellectual property case for LBPs, are major sources of wealth generation for developed countries. LBPs in which most of the plant genetics are housed only collect the rents from the consumption plant genetic resources. While developed countries are critical about LBPs for their destruction of biodiversity, they are also the
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principal cause for the international regime in which this destruction is the most attractive economic option available to LBPs.  

Bilateral agreements over agriculture in LBPs, more widely, run into problems with the United States’ indisposition to lower agriculture protection. Concerns have been raised about impoverished corn farmers in non-LDC LBPs such as in Mexico and rice farmers in Honduras and Haiti being driven to other employment because of America's subsidized products. Rationally, an increase in imports unconstructively impacts domestic production. Although reducing or eliminating agriculture protections is particularly imperative for rural Latin American LBPs, the United States has shown little flexibility on the matter.

Argentina, Kazakhstan, and Pakistan, three secondary regional powers, them being non-LDCs LBPs, illustrate this proposition well. First, Argentina's lack of adequate and effective intellectual property protection has caused some friction in its bilateral trade relationship with the United States. In fact, Argentina has been on the Special 301 Priority Watch List since 1996. In April 2002, negotiations between the governments of the United States and Argentina clarified aspects of Argentina’s intellectual property system, such as provisions related to the patentability of microorganisms and its import restriction regime. Yet Argentina’s amendment of its patent law in December 2003, as required by the May 2002 agreement between the two governments, still did not lead to its removal from the Special 301 Priority Watch List. What may explain Argentina’s LBP-like bargaining situation is its close alignment with the United States in the area of agricultural biotechnology, including as co-complainants in a WTO dispute challenging the EU moratorium on transgenic crops and its implementation of the Cartagena Protocol of Biosafety.

A second case of a non-LDC LBP with which positional bargaining is practiced is Kazakhstan. The government’s effort to diversify the economy away from the energy sector and spur the growth of a domestic technology-based industry, along with the WTO accession process, has led to a strong emphasis on intellectual property rights protection. Kazakhstan, however, has been unsuccessful in achieving bilateral trade agreements with a number of developed countries, including the United States, the European Union and Australia. Not surprisingly, it being also a non-LDC LBP, and also a TRIPS transitory country, for the last thirteen years, since January 29, 1996, Kazakhstan has been unsuccessful in negotiating membership in the WTO.
A third case exemplifying positional bargaining negotiations with a non-LDC LBP is Pakistan. The U.S. Government placed Pakistan on the Special 301 Watch List from 1989 to 2003 due to widespread piracy, and continuing IPR violations prompted the U.S. to place Pakistan on the Special 301 Priority Watch List in both 2004 and 2005. These Tier-1 sanction costs were left in place even after a twofold Pax-American intellectual property reform. Firstly, Pakistan enacted a patent law in the year 2000 that protects both process patents and product patents in accordance with its WTO obligations. Secondly, after August 2005, the U.S. noticeably led threats of sanction against Pakistan. These threats were posed in response to Pakistan’s lack of a central intellectual property rights regulatory and enforcement authority, as well as Pakistan’s failure to implement its obligations under TRIPS. In fear of these threats, Pakistan’s president created the Intellectual Property Organization of Pakistan, an independent body under the administrative power of the Government’s Cabinet Division, which consolidates into one body the authority over trademarks, patents, and copyrights – areas that were until that time handled by three separate ministries.

To conclude, the effectiveness of the TRIPS positional bargaining situation vis-à-vis LBPs may be understood twofold. Firstly, this positional bargaining situation allowed LBPs to have greater access global markets. Secondly, through the package/collective signing of TRIPS, LBPs presumably avoided unilateral actions by developed countries. Oftentimes, in theory as in practice, compromises do not satisfy the true interests of the disputants; instead, they simply split the difference between two positions, giving each side a part of what was sought. Creative, integrative solutions, on the other hand, hold the potential to provide everyone with all of what they desire. Positional bargaining is thought to be practiced only vis-à-vis LDCs in the post-WTO era. In reality, however, this strict bargaining approach is widely practiced with a much larger group of developing countries, namely the non-LDCs LBPs.

In international patent bargaining, arguably, a much larger group of developing countries – namely non-LDC LBPs – should be regarded as possessing low bargaining power over intellectual property-based technologies such as drugs or plant genetics. In light of that perspective, the distinction between LDCs/non-LDCs developing countries must be qualified as obsolete insofar as bargaining over patents is concerned. In bargaining terms, there is little room to argue that LDCs hold weaker bargaining power
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343 See, e.g., Carlos M. Correa, Intellectual Property Rights, the WTO and Developing Countries 11 (2000).
than other poor non-LDC LBPs, such as South American, lower Asian or even some of the poorest Eastern European countries. This proposition can be illustrated by the three elements of bargaining power, namely market power, outside option, and inside options, as follows.

a) Outside Option

The first explanation for LBPs' low bargaining power relates to their low outside option value. In theory, the issuance of a compulsory license could serve as an outside option at the Tier-2 bargain level, when bargaining with the industry and MNEs in particular. It is the case, however, that within the post-TRIPS regime, LBPs' Tier-2 outside option value is particularly limited. This reality is the result of two main factors, deriving from LBPs' short-run and long-run low payoffs for the issuance of compulsory licenses.

To begin with, as a short-run, or static efficiency concern, LBPs may see low payoffs in pursuing their outside option of purchasing generic drugs from HBPs, such as India or China. As India and China move to adopt a TRIPS-compliant patent regime, LBPs increasingly face difficulties in conducting parallel imports of drugs from generics producers. The TRIPS Agreement sets forth detailed rules that are to be followed by a WTO member nation willing to issue a compulsory license. It outlines the prerequisites of patentability and the circumstances under which a nation can issue such a license. The TRIPS Agreement, as explained above, does not speak specifically to the issue of compulsory licensing between member nations. This point is crucial for LBPs with no generics manufacturing capacity of their own, which primarily rely on the infrastructure of MBPs – India and China – or of developed countries to get hold of essential medicines.

In response to this set of concerns, at a WTO meeting in 2001, held in Doha, Qatar, the WTO adopted a Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health. Government officials have interpreted Paragraph 6 of the declaration to constitute an exception to the TRIPS Agreement, whereby a country that does not have the capacity to produce its own generic drugs in the face of a public health crisis may obtain the necessary drugs from a country that does have such capacity. By early 2005, the leading supplier of low-cost generic AIDS medicine was India. As India attempted to attain TRIPS-compliance, many health agencies stressed that the days of low-cost treatments for millions of poor...
patients around the world were ending. At the close of 2004, it appeared that the Indian government was drafting legislation that would extend beyond the basic TRIPS requirements and consequently endanger access to medicines for many poor patients – including by eliminating opportunities for compulsory licensing for LBPs. Numerous NGOs and health officials around the world urged the Indian government, in this leading case, not to disregard the Doha meeting interpretation of TRIPS. India ultimately adopted TRIPS-compliant legislation that to a large extent preserves its ability to furnish generics to developing countries.

A second explanation for LBPs' low outside option payoffs derives from their absent long-run innovation-based industries. There is increasing evidence that the weight of R&D on productivity depends heavily on size of the economy. This dynamic tends to hinder small-economy countries from overcoming their structural underdevelopment through a strategy of investing in R&D. Currently, LBPs and notably Sub-Saharan Africa have access to crucial ARV drugs because most of the ARVs produced in India and other developing countries are off-patent. Since HIV/AIDS constantly mutates, scientists must continuously develop new treatments, based on future innovation. While barriers exist in the creation of effective ARVs for specific Sub-Saharan African where there is rampant HIV/AIDS, the concern about the Indian Patents Act and other TRIPS-related laws is also related to a long-run payoff. These concerns derive from the need for new innovative technology and the possibility that HBP like India will innovate and produce new technology to be used by patients in LBPs. Furthermore, this long-run concern is relevant primarily to 'neglected diseases,' or diseases of the

351 IMF report on innovation and growth in developing countries (2004) - http://imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2004/wp04185.pdf (while innovation has a positive effect on per capita output everywhere, market size is an important factor in determining the effectiveness of R&D sectors; accordingly, only larger market OECD countries are able to increase their innovation by investing in R&D, and smaller OECD countries promote innovation by using the know-how of other OECD countries).
352 IMF report on innovation and growth in developing countries (2004) - http://imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2004/wp04185.pdf (while innovation has a positive effect on per capita output everywhere, market size is an important factor in determining the effectiveness of R&D sectors; accordingly, only larger market OECD countries are able to increase their innovation by investing in R&D, and smaller OECD countries promote innovation by using the know-how of other OECD countries).
353 See Kernel Nath's Statement on the Ordinance Relating to Patents (Third) Amendment, PRESS INFO. BUREAU (India) Dec. 29, 2004, pib.nic.in/release/release.asp?relid=6074 & lists.essential.org/pipermail/ip-health/2004-December/007318.html (currently, 97% of all drugs manufactured in India are off-patent.).
355 See, Randeep Ramesh, Cheap AIDS Drugs Under Threat, GUARDIAN (U.K.), Mar. 23, 2005, www.guardian.co.uk/world/2005/mar/23/india.aids1 (quoting Ellen't Hoen: "But without the Indian drugs industry, where will they get cheap drugs from?").
developing world, and particularly LBPs outside LDCs, such as malaria or tuberculosis. Besides HIV/AIDS, these neglected diseases have been virtually eliminated from the innovation agenda in HBPs and developed countries alike.\textsuperscript{356} Yet they are still rampant in LBPs in Lower Asia, Central and South America and even poorer parts of Eastern Europe.\textsuperscript{357} As of today, it seems that the new Indian law would greatly hinder the ability of Indian firms to sustain an on-going innovative policy regarding low-cost medicines for LBPs’ neglected diseases.

\textbf{b) Inside Option}

The second explanation for LBPs’ low bargaining power in trade negotiations relates to the latter’s low value inside options.\textsuperscript{358} TRIPS ignores the small differences in bargaining power over compulsory licenses between LDCs and non-LDC LBPs, and it does so while undermining the latter’s inside option cost structure. The present reasoning does not eliminate the production costs or the problems associated with distribution and the timely administration of medicines within this group of non-LDC LBPs.\textsuperscript{359} However, this argument implies low inside option cost considerations for most or all LBPs, on three grounds.

Firstly, the Tier-1 inter-governmental bargain level entails a disturbing institutional constraint within TRIPS, again discriminating against non-LDC LBPs by law. For a start, on December 6, 2005, shortly before the WTO Ministerial Conference in Hong Kong, WTO member states agreed to accept a protocol amendment to TRIPS.\textsuperscript{360} This amendment sought to provide a permanent solution to implement paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health.\textsuperscript{361} If ratified, the new article 31bis of the TRIPS Agreement will allow countries with insufficient or no manufacturing capacity to import generic versions of on-patent pharmaceuticals.\textsuperscript{362}


\textsuperscript{357} Id.

\textsuperscript{358} See, e.g., Abhinay Muthoo, Bargaining Theory with Applications (1999), at 137-138.


\textsuperscript{361} See World Trade Organization [WTO], Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health, WT/MIN(01)/DEC/2, 41 I.L.M. 755 (2002).

\textsuperscript{362} Although the initial deadline for ratification was December 1, 2007, the deadline was recently extended for another two years. William New, TRIPS Council Extends Health Amendment; Targets Poor Nations’ Needs, INTELLE. PROP. WATCH, Oct. 23, 2007, www.ip-watch.org/weblog/index.php?p=798. As of this writing, slightly over a quarter of the 151 WTO member states, including the United States, India, Japan, China, and most recently members of the European Communities, have ratified the proposed amendment. Press Release, WTO, Countries
The Enabling Clause at the Hong Kong Declaration is based on what is officially called the "Decision on Differential and More Favorable Treatment, Reciprocity and Fuller Participation of Developing Countries," which was adopted under GATT in 1979. It enables developed members to grant special and more favorable treatment to some developing countries. The Enabling Clause represents the WTO's legal basis for the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). Under the GSP, developed countries offer non-reciprocal preferential treatment (such as zero or low duties on imports) to products originating in developing countries. Preference-giving countries unilaterally determine which countries and which products are included in their schemes. Within the Hong Kong Declaration vis-à-vis patent-sensitive industries in developing countries, this Enabling Clause should be thought to be a classic post-WTO legal basis for regional arrangements among developing countries and for the Global System of Trade Preferences (GSTP). Under such a scheme, a number of developing countries would exchange trade concessions among themselves.

This post-WTO policy of favoritism toward developing countries, however, has not been equally applied towards non-LDCs regional LBPs organizations, as within Asia, the Caribbean, or South America. In particular, these include the Southern Common Market in Latin America (MERCOSUR), the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), and the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA).

Thus, to facilitate the supply of essential medicines to countries with insufficient or no manufacturing capacity, as is the case of most LBPs, article 31bis(3) creates a special arrangement for both the affected countries, and also those countries belonging to a regional trade agreement. It did so, however, with implied reference only to the African agreement. Such an arrangement could have allowed the large group of LBPs to aggregate their markets to generate the purchasing power needed to render the development of an indigenous generics pharmaceutical industry attractive. It also could have paved the way for the development of regional supply centers.
procurement systems,\textsuperscript{370} and patent pools and institutions, while facilitating technical cooperation within the region.\textsuperscript{371}

Unfortunately, because article 31bis specifically requires that Least Developed Countries make up at least half of the membership of any beneficiary regional trade agreement, the provision would benefit only a limited number of developing countries, predominantly those in Sub-Saharan Africa.\textsuperscript{372} By referring solely to the LDCs classification, the other LBPs countries, such as within Asia, the Caribbean, or South America, are once again ignored.

An important example of non-LDC LBPs is presented through the Andean Pact countries, referring to five South American developing countries, namely Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru, Colombia and Bolivia, as well as three other Latin American countries, namely Chile, Mexico,\textsuperscript{373} and Cuba.\textsuperscript{374} Like LDCs, these developing countries often have made a call for solidarity against the efforts by the developed world and the United States to press Andean Pact governments into enacting further amendments to protect intellectual property rights in Latin America.\textsuperscript{375} These non-LDCs countries, labeled herein as LBPs, have similarly implemented changes to their patent laws as a result of pressure from the United States.\textsuperscript{376}

To be sure, foreign trade laws in contexts other than TRIPS’ often waive and grant various regional national organizations affirmative action-tailored policies, as granted by the General Council of the World Trade Organization.\textsuperscript{377} Recent examples of waivers include the EC/France Trading Arrangements with Morocco,\textsuperscript{378} the United States’ Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA),\textsuperscript{379} the Canadian Tariff

\textsuperscript{INTL ECON. L. 921, 973-77 (2007) (discussing the potential benefits of pooled procurement strategies and the establishment of regional pharmaceutical supply centers).}
\textsuperscript{370} See Sisule F. Musungu et al., Utilizing TRIPS Flexibilities for Public Health Protection Through South-South Regional Framework, xv-xvi (2004), www.southcentre.org/index2.php?option=com_docman&task=doc_view&gid=9&Itemid=68 (advocating the establishment of "regional procurement systems where they would jointly conduct tendering through an entity acting on their behalf and a central purchasing agency managing the purchases on behalf of all the member countries"); see also id. at 70-73 (discussing regional procurement systems).
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\textsuperscript{373} Mexico, however, is certainly bound by the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). See, North American Free Trade Agreement, Dec. 17, 1992, 32 I.L.M. 289, 670 (1993). Under such agreement, Mexico specifically undertook to protect IPRs under the stringent standards defined in chapter 17 of the agreement.
\textsuperscript{374} See, e.g., Cuba backs Brazil in AIDS drug patent row, (March 12, 2001) Marketletter Publications Ltd.
\textsuperscript{375} See, e.g., ANDEAN PACT CALL TO FIGHT US IPR PRESSURE (July 5, 1993), Marketletter Publications Ltd. (UK)
\textsuperscript{376} For the Pan-South American stand, see CILFA, at the 15th Assembly of the umbrella organization for Latin American pharmaceutical industries, ALIFAR in Bariloche, Argentina. See, e.g., North and South Americans Against Patents, May 30 1994, 1994 Marketletter Publications Ltd. (UK).
\textsuperscript{377} Article IX:3 to the WTO Agreement states that such entities may use a notice of planned procurement or a notice regarding a qualification system as an invitation to participate in the deliberations herein.
\textsuperscript{378} On which decisions were taken at the 4th Ministerial Meeting; see WT/MIN(01)/15 and WT/MIN(01)/16.
\textsuperscript{379} Id.
Treatment for Commonwealth Caribbean Countries (CARICAN), the United States' Andean Trade Preference Act, and the ACP-EC Partnership Agreement.

This narrow interpretation of the 31(bis)(3) Hong Kong Declaration provision, interpreted to include solely LDCs, in fact remains challenged within the WTO's pharmaceutical bargaining game. While the European Communities "insisted that the [provision] should be limited to what is effectively sub-Saharan Africa," other LBPs hold a much broader interpretation. Although these countries may be less poor than the group of LDCs, these remaining LBPs arguably need to be included in the 31bis arrangement, as under the TRIPS regime they are provided remarkably little bargaining power vis-à-vis technology-manufacturing MNEs and foreign governments alike.

The holdout effect by the United States toward all bargaining LBPs as one was evidently observed in numerous international trade rounds. The Doha rules of 2001 notably allowed LBPs to break patents to import, but did not authorize them to override patents for the purposes of export to countries in need. In December of 2002 in Geneva, although 143 of the WTO's 144 members agreed on a solution, the lone holdout, the United States, obstructed the agreement. American negotiators lobbied to limit covered medicines to those for HIV/AIDS, malaria, tuberculosis, and a few additional diseases that primarily affect Africa. Other LBPs, as it were, jointly sought a more flexible approach on access to medicines that would allow nations to protect public health as they see fit. As a result, no agreement was reached by close of the talks. As a result, there perhaps could be a need to relax this rigid LDCs-oriented trade rule by allowing other LBPs to obtain essential medicines at a more affordable cost.

Secondly, low inside option cost considerations remain for LBPs, as there have been only a few reported initiatives on South-South technology transfer with reference to most LBPs alike. This fact again contributes to the low bargaining power of countries other than LDCs that belong to the LBP category. Certainly MBPs such as China and India already possessed a manufacturing capacity and therefore are perceived...
to remain outside the scope of this limited LBPs bargaining power narrative.\footnote{Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Prop. Rights, Communication from Kenya, the Coordinator of the African Group, Elements of a Paragraph 6 Solution, IP/C/W/389, P 15(a) (Nov. 14, 2002).} Article 66 of the TRIPs Agreement, in particular, requires developed countries to provide incentives for their businesses and institutions to help create "a sound and viable technological base" in Least Developed Countries, realistically referring to other LBPs, by promoting and encouraging transfer of technology.\footnote{TRIPs Agreement, art. 66(2).} However, it is unclear how these LBPs could enforce article 66, even with the assistance of the mandatory WTO dispute settlement process. Likewise, even though the Doha Declaration is full of verbal commitments and plans for capacity building, it is silent about how to fund the ambitious technical assistance programs.\footnote{Sungjoon Cho, A Bridge Too Far: The Fall of the Fifth WTO Ministerial Conference in Cancun and the Future of Trade Constitution, 7 J. Int'l Econ. L. 219 (2004), at 226 (emphasis omitted).} Furthermore, its legal nature as a 'work program' is particularly vague,\footnote{Id.} further undermining LBPs' inside option. With little LBP bargaining power, it was only natural that developed countries, MBPs and HBPs with ARV manufacturing capabilities eventually signed technology transfer agreements with the few LBPs that wished to manufacture generics locally.\footnote{Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Prop. Rights, Communication from Kenya, the Coordinator of the African Group, Elements of a Paragraph 6 Solution, IP/C/W/389, P 15(a) (Nov. 14, 2002).} LBPs' inside option value further diminish as a result.

The disparity between MBPs and HBPs on the one hand, and LBPs on the other, was also apparently perceived during the discussion of solutions to implementing paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration. There, some LBPs underscored the importance of building local manufacturing capacity.\footnote{See, e.g., UNAIDS, 2004, Report on the Global AIDS Epidemic, 10, 104.} Their demands eventually created tension towards HBPs and MBPs alike. The African Group strived for an explicit agreement proposing the solution of building domestic manufacturing competence.\footnote{See Frederick M. Abbott, The WTO Medicines Decision: World Pharmaceutical Trade and the Protection of Public Health, 99 AM. J. INT'L L. 317, 334 (2005).} HBPs and MBPs, like Brazil and India, for their part, already had manufacturing know-how and consequently believed otherwise.\footnote{Id.}

LBPs bear low inside option value in the Tier-1 bargain for a third and additional reason deriving from the fact that changes in patent laws in MBPs with manufacturing capacity, such as India, further undermined LBPs’ inside option. LBPs heavily depend on drug imports from MBPs.\footnote{Médecins Sans Frontières, Untangling the Web of Price Reductions: A Pricing Guide for the Purchase of ARVs for Developing Countries (2007), 10th edition, at 7.} Although LDCs are not obliged under the WTO rules enshrined in the 2001 Doha Declaration to grant or enforce pharmaceutical product patents until at least 2016, other developing countries saw this transition period end in January 2005. This list includes countries with significant manufacturing capacity, such as India, a major source of WHO prequalified generic ARVs. They were required to introduce new pharmaceutical patent legislation in order to comply with WTO rules. This requirement may be viewed to create fundamental bargaining implications for LBPs. Nonetheless, as long as the present LBPs’ price crisis is unresolved it is unclear...
how these recent or newer drugs may be made available at sustainable and affordable prices for LBPs, further undermining their inside option value.\textsuperscript{397}

On the Tier-2 bargain level, further evidence for the overall demise of LBPs' inside option may be found. Under the current bargaining situation, access to life-saving medicines, in particular, for the LBPs truly depends on the goodwill of MNEs towards LBPs in tandem. MNEs voluntarily offer their most discounted prices to LBPs including non-LDC LBPs. However, MNEs have little or no economical incentive to do so.\textsuperscript{398} In reality, many LBPs' endemic diseases could be prevented or treated with vaccines or pharmaceuticals that are not accessible to the populations in most LBPs. To illustrate, almost 18 million people, mostly in LBPs stretching from Africa to Central or South America, are infected with river blindness (onchocerciasis) which is curable by administering a single oral dose of Ivermectin (trade name B Mectizan) per year.\textsuperscript{399} Moreover, isoniazid and co-trimoxazole prophylaxis against tuberculosis and pneumonia, respectively, are highly effective but are rarely available to poor people in many LBPs outside sub-African LDCs.\textsuperscript{400} Interventions for these and many other LBPs-based diseases may be more cost effective and entail less risk than for the most expensive HIV therapies emphatically undermining their bargaining power within TRIPS.

c) Market Power

Most LBPs alike have little or no market power in when bargaining with MNEs directly. To start, with regard to Tier-1 bargaining with the developed world, and particularly the United States, most if not all LBPs are regulation-takers. The preferential edge for LBPs, and originally NICs as well – that was built into the GATT (1947), GATT-Part IV (1965), and various GATT (1979) Codes, such as the Subsidies Code – has not been put into practice effectively by United States presidential administrations and trade authorities.\textsuperscript{402} A double standard that at least favors LDCs is implicit in these arrangements.\textsuperscript{403} Political developments diminished the authority of existing international bodies in this area – such as the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and the United Nations Economic, Social and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) – while at the same time inconsistently dismissing GATT's basic purposes and premises.\textsuperscript{404} In the post-World War II era, the United States and United Kingdom as key players in early GATT rounds, due to their collective sense of responsibility for newly liberated colonies and Latin American nations, traded non-reciprocal leeway for more subsidies, protectionism, and multiple exchange rates to less

\textsuperscript{397} Id.

\textsuperscript{398} Id.


\textsuperscript{400} Rajesh Gupta et al, Responding to Market Failures in Tuberculosis Control, 293 Science 1049 (2001).

\textsuperscript{401} See, Karen Zwi et al., Cheaper Antiretrovirals to Treat AIDS in South Africa: They Are At Their Most Cost Effective in Preventing Mother to Child Transmission, 320 Brit. Med. J. 1551 (2000).


developed countries. The basic theme of providing unconditional most-favored-nation treatment under Article II strongly favored the interests of weaker and smaller trading nations, such as LBPs and most NICs. Today, however, LDCs continue to face substantial asymmetries rooted in the GATT, uneven economic development through the IMF, regional discrimination, and divergent industrial policies in the WTO. Whenever LBPs fail to comply with the United States-led policy concerning the issuing of compulsory licensing, American MNEs evenly pressure their government to issue economic sanctions towards all LBPs alike.

LBPs also have virtually no market power in Tier-2 bargaining with MNEs. In that sense, LBPs are also price-takers. The primary explanation for this phenomenon is that LBP pharmaceutical consumer markets tend to be small. Over the past two decades, a substantial amount of literature confirmed empirically the importance of host country market size – which LBPs typically lack – to attract FDI. In fact, most
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406 See William A. Lovett, Rethinking U.S. Industrial-Trade Policy in the Post-Cold War Era, 1 Tul. J. of Int'l & Comp. L. 135, 135-83 (1993); The asymmetry problem also has been analyzed extensively in William A. Lovett, World Trade Rivalry: Trade Equity and Competing Industrial Policies (1987), at 8-11, 52-53, 75-96, 105-28. GATT, however, (at least until 1994) and United States domestic trade law still allowed considerable leeway for sensible adjustments and offsets to foreign subsidies, restrictions, and discounting for LDCs. See, William A. Lovett, Colloquium: Current World Trade Agenda: GATT, Regionalism, and Unresolved Asymmetry Problems, 62 Fordham L. Rev. 2001 (1994), at 2006. Had the United States used its own GATT and national-law-trade remedies willingly, thereby overcoming local interest groups and other exogenous concerns, Lovett explains, most of the LDCs asymmetry problem would have been resolved. Id.
407 As Wesche observes, structural realism would indicate that LDCs’ involvement generates significant losses, leading them to refrain from participating unless forced to do so. However, in GATT’s Uruguay Round, developing countries did choose to participate. See, Lisa Wesche, 'The Impact of Uncertainty on Developing Countries' Decision to Negotiate in Multilateral Institutions’ Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Political Science Association, Boston Marriott Copley Place, Sheraton Boston & Hynes Convention Center, Boston, Massachusetts, Aug 28, 2002, at <http://www.allacademic.com/meta/p65528_index.html>.
408 For a bibliography on the International Monetary Fund ("IMF"), the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (later the World Bank), and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ("GATT"), see William A. Lovett, World Trade Rivalry: Trade Equity and Competing Industrial Policies 38-40 (1987).
410 ‘Price-takers’ is a financial term that relates to individuals who respond to rates and prices by acting as though prices have no influence on them. See, Financial Dictionary (For: Price takers), at: http://www.anz.com/edna/dictionary.asp?action=content&content=price_takersmakers.
pharmaceutical FDI flows to the developed world or to NICs. \footnote{Id.} Pharmaceutical MNEs derive their above-average profitability from the continuous release of new drugs. The global market is estimated at approximately USD $500 billion, and the leading 12 companies – all of which are headquartered in developed countries – account for approximately 45% of total sales. \footnote{Fórum de Competitividade da Cadeia Produtiva Farmacêutica 2003-2006: O Desafio de Prosseguir, joint publication of the Minister of Health and the Minister of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade, Brasília, DF, 2007 (hereinafter, “Fórum de Competitividade”) at 13.}

In conclusion, there are three central explanations for LBPs' low bargaining power. The first of the three relates to the fact that LBPs face low outside option payoffs, both due to static and dynamic inefficiencies. Concretely, LBPs increasingly face difficulties in accessing generics produced in India and China. Additionally, LBP markets provide implied incentives for drug innovation over neglected diseases, particularly in India, which is currently their main supplier. The second explanation for LBPs’ low bargaining power involves their limited inside options based on three factors: the existence of a disturbing institutional constraint in the TRIPS Hong Kong Declaration that discriminate against non-LDC LBPs; the limited availability of South-South technology transfers; and the fact that changes in patent laws in countries such as India further undermine LBPs’ inside option. Finally, the low bargaining power over compulsory licenses by LBPs is mainly a function of the fact that these countries have very little, if any, market power in price and regulation negotiations with MNEs and their home governments. That is, when it comes to bargaining over international patent regulation and international prices of patented goods, LBPs are by and large both regulation-takers and price-takers.
This article puts forth a positive theory of bargaining power based on an empirical narrative of what is depicted herein as the post-WTO bargaining situation. The typology presented is rendered possible by the demise of the pre-WTO bargaining models of MNEs-host developing country relations developed in the 1970s and 1980s. During the post-WTO era these models have lost their explanatory power, a phenomenon that is particularly evident in negotiations between developing and developed countries over access by the former to medicines produced or developed in the latter. Numerous policy considerations ensue from this article’s analysis.

For a start, lack of innovation carries paradoxical implications for certain developing countries in bargaining over TRIPS policies. A paradigm based on two-tiered and multi-party negotiations arguably stresses the special situation of NICs in this regard. NICs differ from other developing countries in that they possess sizeable and desirable markets, often coupled with an industrial capacity to produce generics. In particular, one can observe a paradoxical effect of innovation within innovative NICs, which weakens, rather than boosts, bargaining power over the prospects of issuing compulsory licenses. This notion explains why non-innovative NICs are modeled as HPBs to denote their higher levels of bargaining power, whereas innovative NICs are modeled as MBPs indicating medium levels of bargaining power. This dynamic is particularly relevant to the case of compulsory licenses, which serves as the working example here.

Furthermore, in highlighting certain specificities within NICs, the positive bargaining theory developed herein deemphasizes the practical relevance of the LDC carve-out contained in the TRIPS Agreement. It does so by considering all non-NICs as low-bargaining power countries, or LBPs. Under the existing state of affairs, access to medicines by the majority of developing countries depends on the goodwill – or perhaps, reputational concerns – of the pharmaceutical industry. The industry, however, bears little economic incentives to promote access in these countries.

A third ramification, as shown above, flows from the argument that the Tier-1 inter-governmental bargaining level entails a reversible institutional favoritism towards LDCs. It thus may be argued that this bargaining situation discriminates against the remaining LBPs, particularly within the 2005 Hong Kong declaration. In attempting to facilitate the supply of essential medicines to countries with insufficient or no manufacturing capacity, as is the case for most LBPs, the proposed article 31bis(3) to the TRIPS Agreement creates a special arrangement not only for affected countries, but also for those belonging to a regional trade agreement – however the implied reference is only to the African ones. These LBPs now include numerous Central and South America, Lower Asia or even poor Eastern European countries. Specifically, these
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417 TRIPs Amendment, art. 31bis(3).
regional agreements presently consist of the Southern Common Market in Latin America (MERCOSUR), the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), and the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA).

Instead, the Hong Kong declaration should have allowed the large group of LBPs to aggregate their markets to generate the purchasing power needed to make the development of an indigenous pharmaceutical industry attractive. It also should have paved the way for the development of regional supply centers, procurement systems, and patent pools and institutions, while simultaneously facilitating technical cooperation within the region. If ratified, the new article 31bis of the TRIPS Agreement will allow countries with little or no manufacturing capacity to import generic versions of on-patent pharmaceuticals.

Beyond these three policy ramifications, it must be noted that there exist several constraints on this article’s model. Firstly, and regretfully, by virtue of being a situational model, it does not – and cannot – reflect the long-run dynamic efficiency implications of the post-WTO regime. While the developed countries’ emphasis on the protection of intellectual property rights has been heavily criticized as a “beggar thy neighbor’ approach,” the TRIPS Agreement could be read to reflect a static economics efficiency of the structure of intellectual property, and particularly patent law. This article, therefore, does not address whether – or how – the TRIPS Agreement could be read for long-run efficiency, thereby allowing adjustments in national intellectual property regimes designed to reflect their specific innovative growth dynamics. An explanation for the present model’s short-run focus lies within innovation theory. All things being equal, patents affect efficiency by spurring innovation while generating a deadweight loss. What is more, it is well understood that...
the first effect is positive and dynamic, while the second is negative and static. TRIPS, on the other hand, hinders the ability of policymakers to choose a protection level that strikes the right balance between the dynamic efficiency gain and the static efficiency loss. This is particularly so given the developmental inequality among HBPs, MBPs and LBPs, which is demonstrably relevant.

It may be contended, based on the present positive model, that strong protection for intellectual property rights may have significant negative allocative consequences in developing countries without contributing to – and in fact even impeding – their technological development. Thus, the HBP-MBP-LBP underlying developmental inequality shifts the balance between static and dynamic efficiencies, such that short-term access and affordability to innovative-based goods takes priority over long-term innovation policy goals where necessary. In that sense, the gain in dynamic efficiency from the greater innovative activity derived from intellectual property protection only unevenly balances out the losses from static inefficiency. This is true both for the undersupply of health care, for example, and for the underproduction of the goods, as pharmaceuticals, protected by the patent. The article’s model thus leaves TRIPS’ lawmakers to achieve merely a contextual policy of balancing minimum standards with flexibilities in the short-run, among HBPs and LBPs as non-innovative developing countries, and among MBPs as well.

This article’s modest static innovative hypothesis is also acutely relevant to the on-going debate in the United States about the merits of the Bayh-Dole Act. This seminal act allows recipients of government funding to take title to inventions developed with that funding and its purported consequences since the act’s inception. The adoption of the Act in non-innovative developing countries, namely HBPs and LBPs, however, could lead to an increased focus on commercializing technology directed toward the local needs of developing countries. Regrettably, the result of equal enactment of such legislation in these developing countries may prove unlikely to have the same purported dynamic innovative impact on a similar scale to that which the Bayh-Dole Act supposedly had in the United States.
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